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the Shields" (scalar-standing-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba
Mechanics"

accretion within the scalar template behind manifest chemical DNA), "lnterdimensional
Structure", "15-
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light" (standing scalar wave patterns and fixed points of tonal frequency), and B.
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1. Dimensions represent Scalar Fields composed of specific patterns of electro-tonal
frequency and

Dimensional Fields are Scalar Fields that exist in specific relationships to each other, which

which the standing scalar wave pattern of 12 Sub-Frequency Bands 1 Keylon Crystals

programs I standing scalar wave patterns that form the Keylons are called Fire 0
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of frequency/ standing scalar wave patterns, upon which individual Keylon crystals will form.
The

of frequency/ standing scalar wave patterns upon which complex Keylon Codes are formed
are
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Harmonic Light (scalar wave)Sound (tonal frequency) Grid (morphogenetic Partiki grid).
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tonal frequency/ standing scalar wave patterns) per 1 complete double-helix DNA strand. As
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Harmonic Light (scalar wave)- Sound (fixed points of electrotonal frequency) Grids (

Letters (standing scalar waves/ fixed points of electro-tonal frequency) of the 12-
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sound, light and scalar wave spectra, that will accompany Silicate Matrix Activation. A.
Preparation

the precise frequencies/ scalar waves of the Fire Letters within each dimensional band.
Keylontic
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Code+ D-5 Scalar Spectrum+ D-5 Key Tone= Anchoring the Archetype Color Blue
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light, sound and scalar waves that will accompany the planetary Time Acceleration by
adjusting
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the Shields" (scalar-standing-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba
Mechanics"

accretion within the scalar template behind manifest chemical DNA), "lnterdimensional
Structure", "15-
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2. Dimensions are scalar fields that exist In sets of 3, with specific relationships
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light" (standing scalar wave patterns and fixed points of tonal frequency), and 40
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Shields are dormant scalar grids, standing wave patterns built on . fixed points of

bringing the dormant scalar standing waves to life. 4. As the Shields progressively activate,

· sound-electromagnetic-scalar waves that allows the planets to pass through the Magnetic

The Planetary Morphogenetic Scalar Grids are called the Singing Shields due to the inter-
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Hannonic Light (scalar wave)Sound ( tonal frequency) Grid (morphogenetic Partiki grid).
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Shields, each a scalar grid within which portions of the multi-dimensional identity are
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tonal frequency/ standing scalar wave patterns) per 1 complete double.helix DNA strand. As
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Code+ D-5 Scalar Spectrum+ D-5 Key Tone= Anchoring the Archetype ~ ¢
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units of lightstanding scalar wave patterns. The scalar wave forms composing the Stream of

wave patterns. The scalar wave forms composing the Stream of Consciousness are referred



to

patterns of conscious scalar standing waves that give consciousness its individuated form in
time.

groupings of standing scalar wave patterns built upon fixed vibrations of sound. The Stream

Letters and standing scalar waves, through which the creative pulse of the God-Mind

is a standing scalar wave field built upon fixed points of sound-vibration -

Fire Letters (scalar wave composite forms) begins to change. The original Stream of

refracting within the scalar fields of the Time
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the Fire Letter/scalar wave design of the original Stream of Consciousness and creates

this process of scalar wave splitting and refraction, the blueprints- morphogenetic fields- for
conscious

a multi-dimensional scalar wave construction; a living morphogenetic field -the structure of

the Fire Letters/ scalar wave patterns contained within the design of the original Stream

the Fiie Letters/ scalar wave patterns of the original Seed of Consciousness. As identity

to the pure scalar wave radiation forms of the highest dimensions. When the original

original Fire letter/ scalar wave design of the original Seed and Stream of Consciousness.
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the Fire Letter/ Scalar wave design of the original Stream of Consciousness frequently breaks

its Fire Letter/ scalar wave patterns through which it is connected to the original
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the Fire Letters/ scalar wave patterns of the Seed of Consciousness. If the Stream

original Fire Letter/ scalar wave design that birthed the Stream of Consciousness into
manifestation.

original Fire Letters/ scalar wave patterns is well worth the effort. This process
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minute Fire Letter/ scalar wave pattern that ·connects the individual to its original

dormant Fire Letter/ scalar wave pattern. When activated, the Spark opens new chakra
centers

the Fire Letters/ scalar wave and tonal patterns of the 8th Dimension. In the

correct Fire Letters/ scalar wave and tonal patterns of the original Stream of Consciousness,

the Fire Letter/ scalar wave patterns of the dimensional identity levels and DNA strands
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Orion- the minute scalar standing wave pattern that connects you to your original Stream
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Planetary Shields (scalar grids that allow dimensional blend to occur between Harmonic
Universes),
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the dormant standing scalar waves (which exist as crystallized sound tones) to activate,
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serve as living scalar wave grids through which multi-dimensional frequency can enter the
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electro-magnetic and scalar standing waves is progressively formed around the body, which
gives
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Activate the dormant scalar standing wave grids of the Nada, A/phi and Betcha
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of light, sound, scalar waves and units of consciousness that form the foundation of
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made out of scalar waves of light & sound. 6. Merkaba: Sets of counter-
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out of the Scalar Grids so they can re-align the Scalar Wave Templates

re-align the Scalar Wave Templates that make up the Planetary Grids. With those

Shields? • The Scalar Wave Blueprints upon which the Planetary Base manifests. 5. What

are generating a Scalar Wave Form that goes into the larger Scalar Wave Pattern

into the larger Scalar Wave Pattern ofthe body, and manifests a condition. 6. What
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lineage. Vocabulary 1. Scalar Wave A pattern of light and sound that is fixed
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blockages in the Scalar Waves? (a) D 4-12 (b) D 6-
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Fields. They are scalar grids. They are energy eggs that we exist within. 7.
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may be considered Scalar Grids. 6. Scalar Grid: A group of scalar wave patterns.

Scalar Grids. 6. Scalar Grid: A group of scalar wave patterns. A scalar wave

A group of scalar wave patterns. A scalar wave is a standing oscillating wave

wave patterns. A scalar wave is a standing oscillating wave pattern that pulses and

the Partiki Grids. Scalar Grids are really what Morphogenetic Fields tum into once they
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sound. They become Scalar Grids of energy patterns. We exist within a Scalar Grid.

exist within a Scalar Grid. 7. Monad: The Monad consists of points ofunion that
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created by the Scalar Shields that serve as stations of dimensionalized consciousness. 5.
Stellar
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created by the Scalar Shields that serve as stations of dimensionalized consciousness. 5.
Stellar
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still creating a Scalar Wave Pattern. • Even just the process of hearing the

will create a Scalar Wave Pattern that will in tum create the appropriate adjustments
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people "s scalar patterns. You can put yourself inside the star tetrahedron image
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Vocabulary 1. Scalar Wave Pattern: The energetic pattern that is created when someone

Merkaba (b) Scalar Wave Pattern (c) Fetal pattern (d) Hova Body
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& off" of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. 5 Harmonic Universes

Page:  2

Tree Grid Core Scalar Template 12 PRIMARY KATHARA CENTERS: Kathara Centers are
condensed Scalar

Centers are condensed Scalar Wave points that hold the core electrotonal geometrical
mathematical program
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Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 non-dimensional levels of the

& off" of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. 12 Centers of

Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 12 Dimensions of Time Cycles &
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Bodies are spherical scalar wave grids that form tissue capsules between each 3- Dimensional

programs for the Scalar Grid SHIELDS upon which the Hova Bodies manifest. When activated,

rotating disc of scalar waves that emanate out from the body on a horizontal
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means Tri-Tonal Scalar Grid 1. Nada Hova- HUl Incarnate Identity- Taurenic Body (
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Each 3-Dimensional Scalar Shield forms a spherical Electromagnetic Domain called a Hova
Body
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SCIENCE and advanced SCALAR MECHANICS, as understood by races of higher evolution;
these are

natural laws of scalar wave mechanics. Bio-Regenesis Techniques are SPECIFIC
APPLICATIONS OF CONSCIOUS

function of the scalar wave template of the body, working co-creatively under the

GENERATES PATTERNS OF SCALAR WAVES through the process of THOUGHT, it is not
difficult

personal Manifestation Template scalar blueprint. All thoughts serve this purpose, and directly
affect the

ARE THINGS - SCALAR WAVE CONFIGURATIONS of multi-dimensional vibrating patterns of
BI-POLAR

SPECIFIC PATTERNS OF SCALAR FREQUENCY within the personal Manifestation Template.
Undirected thought creates chaotic

potent form of SCALAR POWER. The patterns of scalar energy frequency that thought
projects

The patterns of scalar energy frequency that thought projects into the personal Manifestation
Template

"LANGUAGE OF SCALAR WAVES", as this is the "LANGUAGE OF LIGHT AND

"language of scalar waves" is "spoken" through the forms of specific wave
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CONSCIOUSLY SELECTING SPECIFIC SCALAR FREQUENCIES to add to the Manifestation
Template. When we use

outer languages) represent SCALAR-WAVE GUIDES, and directly affect the contours of the
scalar

contours of the scalar wave blueprint of the Manifestation Template. The Manifestation
Template governs

"Language of Scalar Waves:" is the medium through which we gain conscious access

the Manifestation Template"s scalar grid. In Bio-Regenesis technology, Color and Symbol are
used

direct the TONAL SCALAR ARRANGEMENTS of the Manifestation Template, to create natural,
desired results



do the "scalar wave languages" of Color and Symbol image, which direct the

beginning skill in SCALAR TEMPLATE PROGRAMMING is developed through using emotionally
charged images and

the LANGUAGE OF SCALAR WAVES and directing the ENCODED INSTRUCTIONS through
PRECISE LOCATIONS within

speaking the intrinsic scalar-wave language of the Spirit, which is the CAUSAL ELEMENT

represent applications of Scalar Mechanics that utilize the inherent power of SUBTLE WAVE
FORMS

ENCODED directors of scalar frequency; the ultimate effect of this directed power is the

to affect the scalar arrangements of the Manifestation Template. Intrinsically, scalar waves
are specific

Manifestation Template. Intrinsically, scalar waves are specific points of vibrating bi-polar
energy signatures.

Symbol affect the scalar-wave arrangement of the Manifestation Template, and thus alter the
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these sciences of Scalar Mechanics were fully understood and utilized in the most powerful

interface with the scalar-wave Manifestation Template of the PLANETARY SHIELDS. Vortices,
Time Portals,

color-Symbol-Sound Scalar Mechanics. Since the fall of ancient cultures, which came as

powers of these Scalar technologies, the Color-Symbol-Sound sequences once used to direct

LANGUAGE OF "SCALAR SPEAK", through which precise scalar frequencies are generated
through specific

through which precise scalar frequencies are generated through specific Color-Symbol-Sound
sequences to

Color-Symbol sequence scalar mechanics are accompanied by a corresponding exercise in
TONING. Within

INTO NATURAL ACTIVATION. Scalar-wave distortions within the Templates for the DNA
Strands (
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Songs generated specific scalar-wave formations that triggered activation ofcorresponding
configurations within the DNA

receive Color-Symbol scalar wave instructions, through which desired outcomes within the
personal or

to activate dormant scalar-waves in the 8th DNA STRAND TEMPLATE, through which the
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CENTERS AND LINES, SCALAR SHIELDS, CRYSTAL SEALS AND DIODIC POINTS THE
UNIVERSAL AND INTERNAL

Page:  15



light, sound and scalar waves, within which the individuated consciousness is stationed, and
upon
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LIGHT RADIATION (scalar-standing-wave) and OMNI·POLAR SOUND VIBRATION. • In

that form Electromagnetic Scalar-StandingWaves. The third vibration of the Tri-tone wave,
the

Particum and Partika Scalar Waves of Light Radiation. Energy thrust expands into the Anti-

bi-polar Standing Scalar Waves of Light Radiation returning to their original Omni-polar
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polar Light Radiation Scalar-Waves (expansion) and back into Omni-polar Sound Vibration

manifestation built upon Scalar Waves of Light Radiation, then "flash off" through fusion
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Morphogenetic Fields and Scalar Grids 1. Partiki, Partika and Particum: Smallest units of
energysubstance.

light" (stand scalar wave patterns and fixed points of tonal frequency), and B.

standing wave patterns- scalar wave grids, which hold the form of consciousness within
dimensionalized

Fields are thus Scalar Grids that form in specific ordered interrelationship. Partiki Grids form

represents the core Scalar Field upon which form manifests. Morphogenetic Fields govern the
form
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dimensionalized sets of scalar grids - or fields of standing wave points - that
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Hologram PRIMAL ORDER SCALAR WAVES: Points of standing waves, composed of quantities
of conscious

light, sound and scalar standing-wave grids which serve as the structured blueprints upon

DIMENSIONS: Morphogenetic Field Scalar Grids composed of interwoven layers of scalar
waves, which serve

interwoven layers of scalar waves, which serve to direct the flow of consciousness into

and off" of scalarwave points within the dimensional scalar grids, which gives the appearance

within the dimensional scalar grids, which gives the appearance of manifest movement of
wave

make up the scalar-wave grid. Frequency is the form consciousness takes on while

at which the scalar standing-waves "flash off and on" within the morphogenetic

cyclic pattern of scalar waves "flashing off and on") of wave spectra within
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dimensional morphogenetic field scalar grid structure, composed of wave spectra with varying
degrees of
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interwoven Bi-polar Scalar-Waves of light radiation, built upon Omni-polar Tri-tone

Grid is a SCALAR GRID. • Following the precise mathematical design set by the

form patterns of Scalar-wave and Tri-tone wave interrelationships that create crystallizations
of

the combining of Scalar Grids with different rates of Partiki Phasing. The Cosmic
Manifestation

set of fixed Scalar-Tri-Ton Wave Points that create a template of stationary

template of stationary SCALAR FREQUENCY. Each Dimension represents one SCALAR
FREQUENCY BAND containing 12

Dimension represents one SCALAR FREQUENCY BAND containing 12 smaller SUB-
FREQUENCY BANDS. A Scalar

FREQUENCY BANDS. A Scalar Frequency Band is a cyclic pattern of specific Partiki Phasing

a 15-Dimensional Scalar Grid with 5 separate yet interwoven reality fields and 5
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on and off" scalar-wave points within a morphogenetic field. The morphogenetic field scalar

The morphogenetic field scalar grid structure of dimensions takes the form of sets of

and off" or scalar-wave points, which exist as part of the longer cycle

light, sound and scalar waves that allows consciousness to perceive the illusions of matter
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and off"" of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. The MCEO Freedom
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and off"" of scalar standing-wave points that create the appearance of manifest wave
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DENSITY Partiki Phasing- Scalar Standing- Wave flashing. The internal expansion I fission I "

flashing off" of scalar standing-wave points made of Partiki units. Partiki Phasing governs

original Ante-matter scalar wave form of non-density consciousness. As the morphogenetic
field
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flash off" of scalar points governs the manifestation process 2. Density/Biology: Progression
of
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form morphogenetic field scalar grids. It is the CORE level of scalar standingwave creation

CORE level of scalar standingwave creation and energetic organization within and behind all
dimensionalized

which the morphogenetic scalar wave blueprint and all other dimensions of form anatomy are

the interwoven Partiki scalar standing-wave grids of the Kathara Grid Holographic Core. The

Grid represents the scalar field of the Cosmic Unified Field of Consciousness-Energy through
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Tree Grid Core Scalar Template Kathara Centers are condensed Scalar Wave points that hold

Centers are condensed Scalar Wave points that hold the core electro-tonal
geometricalmathematical program
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Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 non-dimensional levels of the

and off" of scalar·wave points within a morphogenetic field. 12 Centers of

Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 12 Dimensions of the Time Cycles
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3-Dimensional Partiki scalar wave composites that regulate the rate of Partiki Phasing to

(sequences of scalar standing-wave flashing/cycles of Partiki Phasing) between dimensional
bands

dimensionalized levels of scalar grids cross over and through each other, creating minute
vortices

modulation zones (scalar flash-cycle transition points) between Dimensional Frequency
Bands. Diodic Point

energy systems. Planetary scalar templates - Planetary Shields - vortices, electro-magnetics,
Axiom and

human body, personal scalar templates - Hova Bodies, Chakras, Axiom and Meridian Lines
and
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3-Dimensional Partiki scalar wave composites that regulate the rate of Partiki Phasing to

(sequences of scalar standing-wave flashing/ cycles of Partiki Phasing) between Dimensional
Bands

within the Dimensionalized scalar wave grid of the morphogenetic field. They control the
opening

Page:  35

dimensionalized levels of scalar grids cross over and through each other, creating minute
vortices



modulation zones (scalar flash-cycle transition points) between Dimensional Frequency
Bands. Diodic Point

the biological Harmonic scalar grids. Diagonal Grid Control The Kathara Grid Leve-3: Diadic
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Galactic and Planetary Scalar-wave Templates of the Universal Templar Complex are called
Scalar

Complex are called Scalar SHIELDS. Shields are sets of 3-Dimensional Scalar Grids upon

of 3-Dimensional Scalar Grids upon which the 5 Matter Density Levels of the

3-Dimensional Personal Scalar Shields, through which the matter form and 5 Matter Density

each 3-Dimensional Scalar Shield manifests a 3-DIMENSIONAL SPHERICAL
ELECTROMAGNETIC DOMAIN that creates

the 3-Dimensional scalar Shields. Within the universal, galactic and planetary Templar
Complex the

Personal Kathara Grid, Scalar Shields, Signet Seals and DNA Windows, the individuated
aspects of
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Kathara 12-Tree Scalar Grid, the 5 3-Dimensional Scalar Shields and Signet, Star

5 3-Dimensional Scalar Shields and Signet, Star and Seed Crystal Seals and" the

Grid, Leve/-2 Scalar Shields, Hova Bodies and Signet, Star and Seed Crystal Seals,

the electro-tonal scalar wave programs of the Kathara Grid, Scalar Shields and Manifestation

the Kathara Grid, Scalar Shields and Manifestation Template. To achieve true and lasting
healing
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manifest arrangement of scalar waves created through the mathematical programs of the
corresponding Kathara

upon which the Scalar Shields manifes t. Each 3·Dimensional Scalar Shield manifests

3·Dimensional Scalar Shield manifests on the electro-tonal programs of 3 Signet

control points for Scalar Shield programming. Kathara Level-2 Scalar Shields & Crystal Seals

Kathara Level-2 Scalar Shields & Crystal Seals The 4 Scalar SHIELDS corresponding to

Seals The 4 Scalar SHIELDS corresponding to the Kathara Center programs and Harmonics of

(The Sth Scalar Shield in the 15-Dimensional Time Matrix corresponds to the

the 3-Dimensional scalar-wave grids that hold the blueprint for manifestation, as set
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TO ~ KATHARA SCALAR GRIDS LEVELS -1,2 AND 3 TO PARTIKI GRIDS TO

of energy- repeating scalar wave flash/ Partiki Phasing sequences that run between
Dimensions and



3·Dimensional scalar grid of the Harmonic Universe-1 morphogenetic body.) TO ~
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Conscious-Energy THE SCALAR STANDING-WAVE GRIDS, THAT MAKE UP DIMENSIONALIZED
MORPHOGENETIC FIELDS, REPRESENT
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consciousness structured into Scalar Standing-wave Grids that represent the Living
Morphogenetic Field blueprint
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dimensionalized sets of Scalar-wave Points, Wave Strata formed of units of consciousness
that

Anatomy of Dimensionalized Scalar-Grids. Perceived physicality emerges through the
Perceptual Lens of Dimensionalization
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6 "----" ~Scalar Waves are standing wave points that emanate out of fixed

which form the Scalar Grid morphogenetic templates that house consciousness in
dimensionalization for experience

of manifest reality. Scalar Grids are created through Partiki Phasing . . ~ Partiki

and off" of Scalar Wave points, or "Flash-line Sequences", that determine the

consciousness within the Scalar Grids composing morphogenetic fields. ~ Dimensions are
Scalar Grids of

~ Dimensions are Scalar Grids of consciousness composed of interwoven layers of Scalar
waves

interwoven layers of Scalar waves with varying Flash-line Sequences, or Frequency Bands.
Dimensions
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within a Dimensional Scalar Grid. Sub-frequency Bands are porlions of the Flash-Line

up the Dimensional Scalar Grids. ~Vibration is the "internal movement" or ENERGY

lower Vibration of Scalar Templates. Higher Oscillation/ Slower Vibration creates slower
electron movement around
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focused within the Scalar Grids of the 15-Dimensional Time Matrix. The MCEO Freedom
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of Partiki structure/ Scalar Grid organization that sets consciousness into dimensionalization.
It is thus

Bodies ~ and Scalar Shields and Level-3: The Diadic Points of @J
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of 3- Dimensional Scalar Shields and Crystal Seals- that regulate the rates of Partiki

made of interdimensional Scalar Wave spectra, that regulate the flux of consciousness-
energy between

and the Dimensionalized Scalar Standingwave Templates they form. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings® Series
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The 5 Primary Scalar Templates of Dimensionalization are formed on Scalar Shields,
composed of

are formed on Scalar Shields, composed of sets of 3 Dimensions, which form 5

Bodies and their Scalar Shields hold consciousness-energy into 5 separate but interwoven 3-

and Hova Body Scalar Shields. The Kathara Grid and morphogenetic field are the core
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~ Partiki Units, Scalar Stand Waves, and Crystalline Keylons and Keylon Codes represent the

15-Dimensional Structure, Scalar ~ ~ Shields, Crystal Seals, 5 3-Dimensional Harmonic ~

ordered structures of scalar wave fields that form the Universal Manifestation Template of the
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ordered structures of scalar wave fields that form the Personal Manifestation Template of 15-

Page:  53

consciousness, the Partiki Scalar Standing-wave Grids that hold consciousness into
individuated dimensionalized "

and off" of scalar standing-waves composed of units of consciousness) we have already
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built upon a Scalar standing-wave Kathara Grid. As the morphogenetic fields of species
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using a specific scalar standing-wave-guide GEOMANCY - a consolidated inter· dimensional
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Hierophant Symbol Code Scalar Wave Guide for Kathara Reprogramming Thoughts and
Images, formed by

of creation of scalar standing-wave grids, we can begin to apply that power

Grid creates a scalar standing-wave pattern of 11th and 12th Dimensional frequency within

Page:  61

Hierophant Symbol Code Scalar Wave Guide for Kathara Reprogramming PURE WHITE 12th



Dimensional Frequency

11th- 121h Dimensional Scalar Standing-wave Guide for activating the Maharic Shield and the
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Cycles Blockages and scalar wave distortions within the Kathara Grid impede the natural
functions
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length of the scalar waves that compose the matter form and consciousness. These changes
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Kathara Grid and Scalar Shields manifest in the DNA Template and block natural inflow
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When the incoming scalar wave frequencies of Soul Integration begin to crush the
morphogenetic
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COMPACTIONover exposure to scalar wave spectra and its resulting fragmentation of the
morphogenetic field

Shield -the scalar standing-wave template that corresponds to the Pre-matter Liquid
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which the morphogenetic scalar-wave template and all other levels of identity are form

level of the scalar standing-wave template upon which subsequent levels of the Kathara
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3-Dimensional Partiki scalar wave composites that regulate the rate of Partiki Phasing to

Dimensional, tri-tonal scalar standing-wave grids composed of numerous sets of Crystal Seals
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are tri-tonal scalar grids that form spherical energy ~~tissue capsules" around each

Body merger. These scalar discs are the scalar templates upon which the Hova Bodies

discs are the scalar templates upon which the Hova Bodies manifest and are called

Page:  72

"armature" of scalar waves and flash-lines, upon which more Partiki units will

flash-lines and scalar points within the Crystal Seals of the Shields align with

Page:  73

dimensionalized levels of scalar grids cross over and through each other, creating minute
vortices



modulation zones (scalar flash-cycle transition points) between Dimensional Frequency
Bands. Diodic Point

the biological Harmonic scalar grids. Diodic Points and 3-Dimensionality Diodic Points control
the

Page:  74

Bodies are spherical scalar wave grids that form tissue capsules between each 3-Dimensional

programs for the Scalar grid SHIELDS upon which the Hova Bodies manifest. forms a

rotating disc of scalar waves that emanate out from the body on a horizontal

Page:  75

means Tri-tonal Scalar Grid) 1. Nada Hova- HU-1 Incarnate Identity- Taurenic Body

Page:  76

form strands of scalar standing waves) that intermesh to refine the scalar-grid webbing

to refine the scalar-grid webbing upon which Kathara Grid Level-3 Diodic Points
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releases, the corresponding scalar-wave points within the Hova Body Shield are released from

and Partika the scalar standing-wave points undergo fusion, then a reciprocal fission and
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3·Diensional Scalar Shield forms a Spherical Electromagnetic Domain called a Hova Body.
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the form of scalar-point flash-line sequences, circulates through the morphogenetic field .

Page:  87

begin setting the scalar field for the body. The Galactic Star Seal holds the

Shara Complex, the Scalar Fields holding the gestalt identity of Harmonic-5 Rishi
Consciousness

the more individuated Scalar Fields that house the Avatar identity gestalt Consciousness
Collective- the

structures of Kathara Scalar Grid arrangement and directs the synchronistic evolution of
families of

Page:  88

of S Harmonic scalar fields, through which personal, planetary, galactic and universal
experiential manifestation

Page:  89

Kathara Level-2 scalar grid - The Hara Level. In simple analysis, the elements



complex of interwoven scalar, bio-energetic and physical systems. Knowledge of the 6 Hara

Page:  92

the primary holographic scalar field upon which the Meridian Lines - or Secondary Flow

Kathara Grid holographic scalar template, to the Hova Bodies, Shields, Axiom Lines, Chakra
Centers,

Page:  93

the 12-strand scalar-wave configuration that allows for the progressive transmutation of
Harmonic-

of inter-harmonic scalar-wave configurations, which forms within the bio-energetic field, is

are sets of scalar-wave spectra that correspond to each dimensional band, through which

Codes, or consolidated scalar points composed of electro-tonal flash-line sequences, that
correspond

the core DNA scalar imprint are the points of consolidated frequency through which energy-

Page:  94

half of the scalar frequency patterns from each of the two Primary Strands that

release the natural scalar barriers between particles and anti-particle DNA Strands, allowing
STRAND

transmutation of the scalar wave from of the DNA Template and Scalar Shields, through

DNA Template and Scalar Shields, through which the polarized Particum Particles and Partika-
Anti-

of Maharic Shield scalar arrangement, upon which the body is built, to keep the

clearing distortions of scalar-wave arrangements within the Kathara Grid, Shields and DNA
Template
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merging of the scalar-grid-flash-line sequences of the 5 Harmonic Hova Bodes-

stationed within the scalar grids of the higher dimensional Hova Body Shields have been

of consciousness and scalar wave flash-line sequences into the personal morphogenetic field,
via

Page:  96

and Hove Body, Scalar Shield and Identity Level Correspondences The Morphogenetic Field
Scalar-wave

The Morphogenetic Field Scalar-wave Template for the Original Human Genome Maharic
Shield Mahara

Page:  97

The 4 Personal Scalar Shields merge to form ~~ the 12-Dimensional Mahunta Merkaba.



Page:  98

ratios to form scalar grids, interwoven fabrics of fixed points of electro-tonal units

layers of standingwaves-scalar waves -that serve to "flesh out" the structure

core template of scalar standing-waves upon which consciousness begins its experience of
dimensionalization,

consciousness and its scalar fields of dimensionalization, we perceive the conditions of space,
time,

inherent to the scalar-wave construct of human form, which together work to bring

energy, formed through scalar organization, which allow for perception of the manifest
Hologram, the

TONAL PROGRAM AND SCALAR ORGANIZATION OF HUMAN CONSTRUCTION. The MCEO
Freedom Teachings® Series
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Senses are the scalar-wave apparatus, and their seemingly manifest parts, that allow the

SENSE - are scalar arrangements inherent to our form that TRANSLATE ENERGY SIGNATURES
FROM

in electro-tonal scalar wave form -a compartmentalized field of ENERGY SIGNATURES, within

signatures of other scalar forms are translated into perceptual data. The senses are simply

portions of the scalar fields of the Unified Field and their inherent sequences of
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Senses as Scalar-wave Constructs & Expanding our Perception of Perception If it

pattern of interrelated scalar-wave forms that serve to block out portions of the

interwoven system of scalar construction, it will be easier to understand that perception is

of these greater scalar wave constructs, it will not seem so outrageous to consider
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effects of the scalar-wave constructs that exist within the NADA HOVA BODY and

projected through the scalar-wave grids that hold the form of the identified sensory
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with the dimensionalized scalar organization of the human morphogenetic anatomy. Whereas
the Lower Senses

associated with the scalar organization of the Higher Dimensional Hova Bodies and their
corresponding

for translating the scalar fields of dimensionalized reality into the illusionary holographic
picture of
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the Maharic Shield Scalar Grid of the 4th Harmonic. ~ The Maharic Shield of
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Code is a Scalar Standing-wave pattern containing the electro-tonal programs of the
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Shields- 3-dimensional scalar-wave disc emanating from sets of 3 Signets, through which
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are 3-dimensional scalar grids in the form of Concentric Spheres that form around

5 3-Dimensional scalar Shields of the Level-2 Kathara Grid. Each Shield and
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core electro-tonal scalarwave program upon which the DNA will manifest. The human DNA
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result of the scalar standing-wave organization inherent to the human form. ~Senses

~Senses are scalar arrangements that translate energy signatures from the Unified Field into
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when entering the scalar fields of dimensionalization for the perceivable experience of
manifestation. In
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Senses. In this scalargrid activating exercise, we will awaken dormant Partiki Phasing Flash-
lines
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creative power of scalar-grid manifestation (thoughts and mental images are scalar-grid

mental images are scalar-grid morphogenetic field forms) to bring into being a specialized
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Body is the scalar-grid that holds the 10th, 11th and 12th - Dimensional

from its pure scalar-wave state of being into the dimensionalized scalar-grids, through

into the dimensionalized scalar-grids, through which the illusion of external holographic
projection could

existed in pure scalar-wave form - a scalar-pattern that held the original,

form - a scalar-pattern that held the original, pure and perfect pattern for

Light Pre-matter Scalar-templates that hold our original pattern of wholeness, our original
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Frequency Spectra and scalar-grid programs from the lower dimensions, the 121h-
Dimensional Frequencies

12th -Dimensional scalar grids, they contain within them the 144 Frequency Sub·

144 Sub-Harmonic scalar-wave spectrum, the 12th -Dimensional level of the Maharic
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off" cycles of scalar standing-wave points within the scalar-grid template, caused by

points within the scalar-grid template, caused by the fission/expansion and fusion/contraction
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Holographic Template of scalar-grids upon which the system manifests must be restored to

of the dimensionalized scalar-grid anatomy that hold the full 12th. Dimensional Frequency
Band,

the electro-tonal scalar standing-wave point arrangements within the Level-1 Kathara Grid.

and realign the scalar-wave flash-line sequences of dormant Kathara Centers, Kathara Lines,
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that serve as scalar-wave guides to reset the electro-tonal flash-line sequences
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it is the scalar wave template that governs the release of phase-lock on

matter Liquid Light scalar grid composed of frequency from dimensions 10, 11 and 12
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11th Dimensional Frequency Scalar Wave Guide The 11th -12th Dimensional Scalar Standing-
wave

-12th Dimensional Scalar Standing-wave Guide for activating the Maharic Shield and the
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finite quantity of scalar frequency of which the personal Maharic Shield, Hova Bodies and

as the Planetary Scalar Shields can be used to open dormant Crystal Seals within

Seals within the Scalar Shields of the personal Level-2 Kathara Grid. Once activated

Page:  144

temporary 12th-Dimensional Scalar Frequency Seal within the facilitator"s bio-energetic field.
Without use

energetically pick up scalar distortions (including part of the "Karmic" Miasmic Imprint)
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the higher dimensional scalar frequencies for enhanced healing facilitation ability. The ability
to understand



personal Hova Body, Scalar Shield and Kathara Grid anatomy, create powerful, effective and
user-

within the personal Scalar Shields and DNA Template. Once activated in the DNA Template,
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energetic systems and scalar-wave constructions of consciousness, upon which the biological
manifestation is

Order within the Scalar Shields and personal anatomy, are the same processes by which

built upon the Scalar-wave Templates of Consciousness that serve to hold the identity

Page:  147

through which the scalar-wave patterns of the higher frequencies of identity can enter

manifest world are scalar wave constructions, appearing solid and externalized because we
view them

itself into the scalar wave forms of dimensionality in order for us to perceive
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human consciousness. The scalar grids of the Hova Bodies and Shields that hold portions

created by the Scalar Shields that serve as stations of dimensionalized consciousness. 1.
NADA

HOVA BODY, the scalar grid that houses the 151, 2nd and 3rd Dimensional Aspects
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harmonics of all Scalar Shield , DNA Template , Hova Bodies and Chakras. Doradic-
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a quantity of Scalar Wave patterns that span Densities 1 and 2. The Mentor
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by repatterning the Scalarwave Programs in the personal Holographic Template to their
original Primal

3-Dimensional ¥ Scalar Grid corresponding to the 10th, 11th and 12th - Dimensional
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Sub-frequency Band Scalar patterns of ALL of the Dimensions below. ~ 121h·

the Manifestation Template, Scalar Shields and Kathara Grid. ~ Activation of the Maharic
Shield
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Phasing Sequences and Scalar wave arrangements within the 3 Levels of the Kathara Grid

Kathara Grid and Scalar Shields. ~Realignment will be temporary until the Kathara Grid
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from the personal Scalar Shields, Kathara Grid and DNA Template, utilizing the accelerated
energies
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allow new, realigned scalar patterns from the Maharic Shield to run through the Kathara
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which the Planetary Scalar Shields and Electromagnetic Grids can be realigned with their
Primal
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temporary 12th. Dimensional Scalar Frequency Seal in the facilitator"s bio-field to protect
both
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the Hova Bodies, Scalar Shields and higher dimensional aspects of personal spiritual identity.
~
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a 15-Dimensional Scalar-wave construct. Part of our identity exists simultaneously within the

embodied Kathara Grid, Scalar Shields and DNA Template. As we evolve biologically to
activation

DNA Template and Scalar Shields, the conscious awareness of our higher identity levels
progressively

Electromagnetic Domains, and Scalar Shields that form them, represent Platforms of
Perception through which

DNA Template and Scalar Shields, creates reintegration of the MultiDimensional Identity
Structure. The MCEO
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of the personal Scalar Shields, Kathara Grid and DNA Template that correspond to the
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aspects of the Scalar Shields, the 1st.4th Chakras, Axi-A-Tonal Lines and
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within the personal Scalar Shield and a temporary activation of the portions of the

Kathara Grid, the Scalar Shields, Axi-A-Tonal Lines, Chakras and Auric Field levels

of the personal Scalar Shields. Most contemporary energetic healing systems rely upon using
the

and thus the Scalar Shields, Hova Bodies and DNA Template, remain dormant in their

Kathara Grid where Scalar Shield distortions that cause genetic malfunction are embedded.



The 11th.

with the personal Scalar Shields. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
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DNA Template, personal Scalar Shields and physical body systems can receive inflow of higher
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of the personal Scalar Shields. The full spectrum of the 4th Dimensional Doradic-Phase-
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energetic interrelationships of scalar-wave patterns within the Kathara Level-3 Diodic Points
Grid.
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Seals in your Scalar Shields ACTIVATE that correspond to the Triadic Phase Current you
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Partiki Units and Scalar-Waves . The first Manifestation Template is called the Rishic

the Ante-matter scalar-wave level of Density-5 and holds the complete Primal

the complete Primal Scalar Pattern for all of the Singular Identities that will simultaneously

precise configuration of scalar-wave patterns, the Primal Order of energetic substances,
through which

core Kathara Grid scalar program, the electromagnetic energy signature of Primal Order
carried by

it manifested. The scalar-wave design of the Rishic Shield represents DIVINE RIGHT ORDER

Primal Order of scalar-wave energetic relationship and Partiki Phasing Sequences that
individual identities

the 3-Dimensional Scalar Shields of the identity within the Dimensionalized matter system.
Each

matter system. Each Scalar Shield holds the consciousness of numerous simultaneous Cycles
of Incarnation

Pre-matter Hydroplasmic scalar-wave spectra through which identity began its experience
within the

Primal Order of scalar waves through which manifest consciousness links to its Rishic Shield.

Primal Order of scalar-waves that make up the original Manifestation Template from which
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Right Order, the Scalar Shields, Free Will and Miasms If it is understood that

of precisely ordered scalar wave arrangements, and that there is an intrinsic and indelible

of the personal Scalar Shields. The 121h·Dimensional Level of the personal Maharic

perfect organization of scalar-wave configurations that links our consciousness and DNA



Template to

of Consciousness, the Scalar Shields, upon which our lower dimensional Hova Bodies and
Incarnate,

for all), the scalar-wave design of our personal Scalar Shields remains organized upon

of our personal Scalar Shields remains organized upon the intrinsic design of universal and

within our personal Scalar Shields and consciousness, we know conditions of perfect health
and

that create misshapen scalar-wave groupings within the anatomy of the personal Kathara
Grid,

personal Kathara Grid, Scalar Shields and the DNA Template built upon them. These
misshapen

them. These misshapen scalar-wave groupings within the Kathara Grid, Scalar Shields and
DNA

the Kathara Grid, Scalar Shields and DNA Template are called MIASMS and they hold,

hold, in tangible scalar frequency form, the disorganized energetic patterns of our Free Will

our consciousness and Scalar Shields are distorted from our original Maharic Shield Christos
Imprint
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magnetic distortions in scalarwave forms, within the Kathara Grid and Scalar Shields, that
cause

Kathara Grid and Scalar Shields, that cause groupings of Anti-particles to build up

manifestation of the Scalar Shields, Hova Bodies, Chakra System and DNA Template. Miasmic
distortions

physical phenomenon of scalar-wave distortion that directly affects the human DNA. The
incarnations

the Kathara Grid, Scalar Shields and DNA TEMPLATE. The Free Will choices made by

encoded within core-scalar-wave programs of our DNA Template; this is called VECTOR
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embodied Kathara Grid, Scalar Shields, DNA Template and personal Inner Templar Complex.
The natural

literal construct of Scalar-wave frequency with its corresponding Anti-particle Manifestation.
As a

ENERGY, its disorganized scalarfrequency patterns must be realigned from the Core
Template Kathara Grids,
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Grid Levels, the Scalar Shields, Hova Bodies, Axi-A-Tonal Lines and DNA Template

Primal Order perfect scalar-wave pattern of the personal 12th-Dimensional Pre-matter
Hydroplasmic
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when previously dormant Scalar Standing Waves in the personal shields are stimulated and
activated

the materials) the scalar waves in the personal shield self-sustain (we would
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The PRIMAL ORDER Scalar-wave Template through which an identity enters time is the

incarnates emerge. The Scalar Patterns of the Rishic Shield represent the tangible "DIVINE

12) is the Scalar Template through which identity manifests in the lower-dimensional
Densities
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Template. Karma creates scalar-wave distortions within the Scalar Shields of personal 15-
Dimensional

distortions within the Scalar Shields of personal 15-Dimensional Anatomy that manifest
physically as

and the misshapen scalar-wave distortions that form them, are the cause of ALL
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living link of scalar frequency that exists between the DNA Templates of simultaneous
incarnations.
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and off" of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. All things in
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Tri·tonal Scalar Grid) 1. Nada Hova- HU-1 Incarnate Identity- Taurenic Body
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Bodies are spherical scalar wave grids that form tissue capsules between each 3-Dimensional

programs for the Scalar grid SHIELDS upon which the Hova Bodies manifest. ................ -
...............

of the dormant Scalar Shields When activated, each SHIELD forms a rotating disc of

rotating disc of scalar waves that emanate out from the body on a horizontal
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DNA represents fixed scalar-wave sequences/ "Fire Letters ", that correspond to each

fragmenting into the scalar fields of the dimensions. Freedom from space-time-matter is

and off" of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. U1 I 5"~

Fire Letters I scalar-wave grids, creating the potential to embody the Avatar identity
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and Hova Body, Scalar Shield and Identity Level Correspondences The Morphogenetic Field
Scalar-wave

The Morphogenetic Field Scalar-wave Template for the Original Human Genome Maharic
Shield Mahara
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The 4 Personal Scalar Shields merge to form the 12-Dimensional Mahunta Merkaba Avatar
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of the personal scalar-wave-guide Symbol Code Programs that correspond directly to the
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and their corresponding SCALAR SHIELDS, DNA STRAND TEMPLATES, AXI-ATONAL LINES,
DIMENSIONS OF CONSCIOUSNESS

tne form of scalar frequency, to embody within the human organism. When the 2

dimensionalized sets of scalar waves within the Scalar Shields, that manifest within the
Kathara

waves within the Scalar Shields, that manifest within the Kathara Level-2 Grid, First
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within the 4 Scalar Shields of the PERSONAL INNER TEMPLAR COMPLEX. Activation of the

SEALS with the Scalar Shields, which keep the 12 dimensionalized frequency levels of
consciousness
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within the body"s Scalar Shields. Release of the OVER TONE SIGNET SEALS allows the
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pass from the scalar-wave-template of the embodied Kathara Grid levels into the

Kathara Grid Core scalar-template level into the outer levels of the Kathara Grid
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Blueprint" Kathara Grid scalar-templates and the manifestation of those blueprints into the
tangible

Template into the scalar-wave DNA Template that holds the blueprint for the physical-
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manifestation, as the scalartemplate of the form is held fixed within the sphere. The
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of fixed standingcolumnar-scalar- light waves made of Keylons, or 3-dimensional Partiki Grids.

Page:  268



light, sound and scalar-wave-fields that form the blueprints upon which all matter

internal Kathara Grid scalar template and the Trion-Meajhe Field Radial Body "veil"

then translate the scalar-wave blueprint of the DNA Template and Kathara Grid into
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Magnetic Pulse and Scalar Technologies, HAARP, Remote Viewing Technologies, Intruder ET
Treaties, MJ-12,

Page:  9

(Electro-tonal Scalar Field) Templates behind and within matter manifestation. Neither side
presently

Page:  11

light" (standing scalar wave patterns and fixed points of tonal frequency}, and B.

Page:  21

are using EMP, scalar and Mind Control Technologies to gain control over the populations.

Page:  23

core electro-magentic scalar grid that controls the entire program and functioning of the
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Harmonic Light (scalar wave)Sound (tonal frequency) Grid (morphogenetic Partiki grid).
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the Shields" (scalarstanding-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba
Mechanics" (

accretion within the scalar template behind manifest chemical DNA), "lnterdimensional
Structure", "15-

Page:  13

electro-magnetic & scalar wave manifestation within the body, chakra system, morphogenetic
field and
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of infinitely structured Scalar Grids, or constructs of consciousness, light, sound & electro-
magnetic

merging the dimensionalized scalar grids of the Crystalline Morphogenetic Field, that hold the
levels

Page:  16

electro-magnetic and scalar wave spectra and the scalar fields (standing electrotonal wave

spectra and the scalar fields (standing electrotonal wave grids) of which morphogenetic fields

Science uses specific scalar templates to interact directly with the movement and structure of

morphogenetic fields. The scalar templates of Keylontic Science are called Geomancies and
Geomantic Codes.

represents a specific scalar wave template, built upon specific electro-tonal units of sound

light, sound and scalar wave spectra are used to realign the human body and
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light" (standing scalar wave patterns and fixed points of tonal frequency), and B.

Page:  23

Harmonic Light (scalar wave) Sound (tonal frequency) Grid (morphogenetic Partiki grid).
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Morphogenetic Fields are scalar grids, that are built upon minute patterns of light, sound



Page:  31

dimensiona/, tri-tonal scalar grid within the anatomy of the multidimensional human
morphogenetic field,

a 3- dimensional scalar grid (a Hova Body) that houses the Soul Gestalt

Soul Integration, the scalar grid of the 5th-Dimensional Archetype Identity is progressively
brought

move through the scalar grids, chakras and DNA strands corresponding to the 4th, 3rd
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the morphogenetic field scalar grids that allows for a being to attain a conduit

morphogenetic codes (scalar wave patterns) of the entire 15-Dimensional Matrix become
embodied
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5 Hova Body scalar grids in time, with the 3 Hova Bodies beyond time,

Mahara Hova Body scalar grid of the Avatar identity connects the Etheric matter Over-

dimensional electromagnetic and scalar waves. If too many 12th-level Avatars entered the
Earth
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dimensiona/, tri-tona/ scalar grid within the anatomy of the human multi-dimensional
morphogenetic
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an 8 level scalar grid that is composed of electro-tonal ultra-micro-particle

light, sound and scalar waves, upon which the individuated consciousness and matter
substance of

light, sound and scalar waves upon which it is built. The Partiki Grids of

Body form the scalar grids of the electro-tonal standing wave patterns that form

electro-magnetism and scalar waves) as waveguides to alter and adjust the scalar grids

and adjust the scalar grids of the Crystal Body, to create desired beneficial effects

of electro-magnetic scalar grids, built upon specific morphogenetic field templates that exist
in

a three-part scalar grid, with which consciousness merges to take on manifestation and

consciousness through the scalar grids of the dimensionalized Harmonic Universe systems,
within the Time
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represents a cosmic scalar grid made of standing scalar waves, built upon fixed points

made of standing scalar waves, built upon fixed points of sound, which form the



fields of standing scalar waves and frequency that form the morphogenetic framework within
which

levels of vibration, scalar grids built upon sound tones, that form a trinity of

represents the first scalar grid into which consciousness will pass, in its individuation from

and the last scalar grid through which consciousness will move in it expansion back

represents the 2nd scalar grid into which consciousness will pass in its individuation from

2nd to last scalar grid through which consciousness will move in its expansion back

represents the 3rd scalar grid into which consciousness will pass in its individuation from

and the 1st scalar gird consciousness will pass into after ascending out of the

lighting the morphogenetic scalar grids and setting the core morphogenetic field within which
all
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12 Monads, the scalar grids of gestalt identities or "Cosmic Families of Consciousness",

exists as a scalar grid of pure ante-matter wave form. The harmonics of
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an ante-matter scalar wave grid of pure consciousness. As we evolve through our

the Hova Body scalar grids, that have a lower vibration and higher oscillation than

electro-magnetic and scalar waves that form the morphogenetic field/Crystal Body of multi-

Bodies within the scalar fields of the Energy Matrix. Hova Bodies are structured as

electro-magnetic and scalar waves, with the lowest vibrating spheres at the core, that
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Seed into the scalar grids of the 8 Hova Bodies, through which identities in
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dimensional, tri-tonal scalar grid within the anatomy of the multi· dimensional human

and Hova Body scalar grids, within the human multi-dimensional morphogenetic field are kept

Geomancies, (primary scalar wave-guides), for each Harmonic Merkaba Spiral, to release the
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electro-magnetic and scalar wave spectra that allows for transmutation of cellular form into
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sound/electro-magnetic/scalar wave spectra, progressively freeing distortion from the Hova
Bodes, to

Dimensional, tri-tonal scalar grid within the anatomy of the multidimensional awareness of
the
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Dimensional, tri-tonal scalar girds within the anatomy of the multidimensional human
morphogenetic field

composed of Antematter scalar grids of pure, sentient consciousness. Rishi: The Rishi Identity
is

Cloister Ordinations Program. Scalar Grid: A scalar wave is a multi-dimensional standing wave

Scalar Grid: A scalar wave is a multi-dimensional standing wave pattern that emanates

Field of Energy. Scalar waves appear to move from one place to another, but

The appearance of scalar wave movement is generated as sequences of scalar wave points

as sequences of scalar wave points are activated or "lighted" in synchronization with

line to another). Scalar waves represent fixed points of perpetual fission and fusion that
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fusion, as standing scalar wave, that flashes on and off, which emanates from the

Partiki unit. The scalar wave represents the standing burst of light that is created

that create the scalar wave template for matter particle manifestation and Partika are the

simultaneously create the scalar wave templates for anti-particle manifestation. The Partiki
represents the

grids of Standing Scalar Waves, which are called Scalar Grids or Scalar Fields. The

which are called Scalar Grids or Scalar Fields. The entire morphogenetic field of the

Scalar Grids or Scalar Fields. The entire morphogenetic field of the cosmic Unified Field

represents one massive Scalar Field, within which smaller Scalar Grid morphogenetic fields of
consciousness

within which smaller Scalar Grid morphogenetic fields of consciousness are placed for
individuated expression

anatomy are smaller Scalar Grids that house the dimensionalized levels of consciousness in
time.

Partiki Phasing and Scalar Grid mechanics that are inherent to the macrocosmic and
microcosmic

the multi-dimensional scalar grids into each other", through which the Unified Field of
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imprint is a scalar grid ( an interwoven group of standing scalar wave patterns

group of standing scalar wave patterns built upon fixed points sound of vibration) that
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formation of morphogenetic scalar fields, laying the foundation structures for Macrocosmic
and Microcosmic Order.
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that represents the scalar grid of the 81h-Dimension, the Geomantic Entity fragments portions

of 7 dimensionalized scalar girds, forming 14 dimensions, within which manifest reality will
take

take place. The scalar grids of the 2 sets .of 7 dimensions, plus

one 15-Dimensional Scalar Grid called a Time Matrix. Simultaneously the Geomantic Entity
creates

first dimensionalized morphogenetic scalar grids of conscious Ante-matter wave form, which
form the

crystalline liquid light scalar fields of Harmonic Universe-4 are often referred to as

formation of morphogenetic scalar grids, is a higher ordered system of creation, which
employs
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Grids that form scalar fields, are mathematically structured upon both simple and complex
geometrical

progressively merging the scalar grids of our multi-dimensional gestalt identity (the 8
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(tri-tonal scalar grids that form the morphogenetic field and hold the focus

is the vertical scalar wave frequency bridge that connects the 15-dimensional aspects of

·of the scalar grids of their original eternal "Ascended Master"" levels of

begins realigning the scalar grids within all of the lower Hova Bodies with the

with the original scalar patterns upon which the consciousness entered the dimensionalized
reality fields

Matrices, Harmonic Universes, Scalar Waves and Grids- and their relationship to the order and

(a morphogenetic scalar wave guide), which is the 51h-Dimensional Geomancy Control Code,
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that compose the scalar grids of the multi-dimensional morphogenetic field. Offers an
introductory

Control Code (scalar wave guide), to directly activate dormant portions of the Incarnates
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of the morphogenetic scalar grids, as they apply to the formation of Miasmic Crystals

of the morphogenetic scalar grids back into their original pattern of creation, so the
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of setting the scalar grids of the 8 Hova Bodies into simultaneous activation to

of Light" (scalar bridge) between the Incarnate and the God-Seed. This process
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is called a Scalar Wave (SW). SWs represent fixed, standing wave patterns of

be understood as Scalar Grids (SG) or Scalar Fields (SF) made of

(SG) or Scalar Fields (SF) made of interwoven patterns of consciousness that
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amount to standing scalar wave patterns. The scalar wave forms, composing the
consciousness, are

wave patterns. The scalar wave forms, composing the consciousness, are referred to as
Geomancies

of specific standing scalar waves that give consciousness its individuated form in time.
Geomancies

groupings of standing scalar wave patterns built upon fixed vibrations of sound. The stream

letters and standing scalar waves through which the pulse of God Mind perpetually spirals

is a standing scalar wave field built upon fixed points of sound vibration) its

refracting within the scalar fields of the Time Matrix, spreading itself into multiple beams
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this process of scalar wave splitting and refraction, the blue prints or MF"s for

a multi-dimensional scalar wave construction - a living MF - the structure of

fire letters and scalar wave patterns of the original seed of consciousness - thus

to the pure scalar wave radiation forms of the highest dimensions. When the original

original fire letter scalar wave design of the original seed and stream of consciousness.
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the fire letters, scalar wave design, of the original consciousness, frequently breaks down or

fire letters and scalar wave patterns, through which it is connected to the original
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reassembling fire letters, scalar wave patterns and the seed of consciousness. If this stream

original fire letter scalar wave design that birthed the stream of consciousness into
manifestation.

original fire letter scalar wave design that originally connected them to the God Source.
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minute, fire letter scalar wave pattern that connects individuals to their original seed and

dormant, fire letter, scalar wave pattern. When activated, the spark opens new chakra centers

the fire letter, scalar waves and tonal patterns of the 8th D. In the

correct fire letters, scalar wave and tonal patterns, activating 8th dimensional frequencies
within the



the fire letter scalar wave patterns of the dimensional identity levels and strands below.
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and electro magnetic scalar waves is progressively formed around the body- giving the body-
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Hova bodies are scalar grids, interwoven networks of standing scalar wave patterns that
emanate

networks of standing scalar wave patterns that emanate from fixed points of electro-tonal
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known as a scalar wave (SW). Thus, each higher body is a SW

into life the scalar grids of the higher bodies. This brings into activation and

activation of the scalar grids of the higher bodies, within which the consciousness of

a progressively expanding scalar grid as the levels of identity expand into integration. When
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energy form, a scalar grid, which holds the entire electro-tonal design of the

God Seed morphogenetic scalar girds within the earthly body, into life consciousness - thus

morphogenetic construction of scalar grids that appears in the bio-energetic field as a
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in the Monad"s scalar grid progressively align and merge with each other, the Pillar
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in consciousness) the scalar grids of it"s Monad, or Cosmic family, or God seed,
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s Sananda, 15 Scalar Grids, 14, 45, 59 Silicate Matrix, 15, 23, 24, 29,
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ancient Light-Sound-Scalar-wave and Merkaba Mechanics and Matter-Template Science.
Through teachings
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in encrypted, electromagnetic scalar-standing-wave form. Translation of data from the CDT-
Plate
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light, sound and scalar waves-that serve to arrange consciousness in ways through which
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represents a composite scalar wave pattern Keylontic Symbol Code called the "Hierophant."
Its

personal and planetary scalar grids. 2. INHALE, while visualizing the Hierophant Symbol at the
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Shield , the scalar wave grid composed of dimension 10/11/12 frequency, with

personal Maharic Shield scalar-wave grid). As you inhale the Hierophant upward from Earth"s
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SEAL, a temporary scalar-wave pillar of dimension 10/11/12 frequency light that
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a Keylontic Science scalar-wave technology built upon the advanced scientific principles of
15~
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Frequency I I Scalar Wave Guide The 11•-12""-Dimensior.al Scalar Star.ding.

12""-Dimensior.al Scalar Star.ding.wave Guide for activating the Maharic Shield and
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is actually a scalar wave pattern. Okay, it sounds like words here and it

still getting the scalar wave pattern in your field It will begin making adjustments
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our Hova Body scalar grid structures, part of those will have blockages in them
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anti-particle composites, scalar waves of the opposite universes. There should be a shudder
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the Shields" (scalarstanding-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba
Mechanics" (

accretion within the scalar template behind manifest chemical DNA), "lnterdimensional
Structure", "15-
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the Shields" (scalarstanding-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba
Mechanics" (

accretion within the scalar template behind manifest chemical DNA), "lnterdimensional
Structure", "15-
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micro-particle physics, scalar-grid mechanics, templates of 15-dimensional structure and
their corresponding
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interwoven layers of scalar waves that serve to direct the flow of consciousness/ energy

dimensional bands. * Scalar Waves are points of Standing Waves, composed of quantities of

Partika and Particum. Scalar Waves exist within a fixed Scalar Field that forms the

within a fixed Scalar Field that forms the Universal Unified Field of consciousness/energy.

consciousness/energy. Fixed scalar waves appear to move due to a perpetual action of

which series of scalar standing waves points "flash on and off", creating perpetual

layers of fixed scalar waves. Scalar Wave Frequency is the form consciousness/energy takes

fixed scalar waves. Scalar Wave Frequency is the form consciousness/energy takes within
dimensionalization,

forms manifest upon Scalar-Wave Blueprints or Templates of Consciousness called
Morphogenetic Fields. The
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flash off" of scalar points governs the manifestation process 2. Density/Biology: Progression
of
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begins within the scalar-wave/frequency structure of the human morphogenetic field and
holds

the core dimensionalized scalar/frequency patterns, upon which 4 Harmonics of matter
density of

manifest. *The scalar-wave programs, held within the DNA imprint, which create diversity



of Fire Letters/scalar programs that govern the manifestation of dimensionalized matter,
biology and

the form of Scalar Frequency. Matter solidity of body and external reality is perceived

progressively expanding the scalar Template and the matter and consciousness forms built
upon it.

a Fire Letter/ scalarwave program sequence, corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency
Band of consciousness/
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a Fire Letter/scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency Band
of
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(Fire Letter/scalar-wave) digression and could no longer complete Transmutative ascension
out
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a Fire Letter/scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency Band
of
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a Fire Letter/scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency Band
of
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a Fire Letter/scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency Band
of
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a Fire Letter/scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency Band
of
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a Fire Letter/scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency Band
of
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a Fire Letter/scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency Band
of
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expansion/contraction of scalar fields, into which consciousness focuses to experience linear
continuum progression).

enough Fire Letter/scalar wave content (genetic code) to house a higher frequency
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Dimensions are fixed scalar-wave grids that hold consciousness- in the form of Partiki

Letters" or geometrical scalar-wave programs that represent the particular geometrical
arrangement of Partiki

program of interwoven scalar-wave grids composed of combinations of the Fire Letters that

provides diversity of scalar-wave templates and DNA, which creates variety in manifest form.

entire Fire Letter/scalar-wave pattern of the Unified Field into its personal morphogenetic
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DNA represents fixed scalar-wave sequences/ "Fire Letters" that correspond to each
dimension/

fragmenting into the scalar fields of the dimensions. Freedom from space-time-matter is

and off"" of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. The Oraphim genetic

DNA Fire Letters/ scalar-wave grids, creating the potential to embody the Avatar identity
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the Fire Letter/scalar-wave patterns of its own consciousness into the fetal tissue,

excessive dis-harmonic scalar-waves in the DNA translate into further bio-chemical/hormonal
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Bodies are spherical scalar wave grids that form tissue capsules between each 3-Dimensional

for . the Scalar grid SHIELDS upon which the Hova Bodies manifest. forms a

rotating disc of scalar waves that emanate out from the body on a horizontal
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OF FREQUENCY FORM SCALAR-STANDING· WAVES, WHICH CREATE THE TEMPLATE OF
VIBRATIONAL ENERGY

ADVANCED SCIENCES OF SCALAR-CORE-TEMPLATE MECHANICS. THESE SCIENCES WERE
KNOWN IN ANCIENT TIMES
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Morphogenetic Fields and Scalar Grids 1. Partiki, Partika and Part/cum: Smallest unils of

light" (standing scalar wave patterns and fixed points of tonal frequency), and B.

standing wave patterns- scalar wave grids, which hold the form of consciousness within
dimensionalized

Fields are thus Scalar Grids, that fomn in specific ordered interrelationship. Partiki Grids form

represents the core Scalar Field upon which form manifests. Morphogenetic Fields govern the
form
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and otr of scalar standing-wave points that create the appearance of manifest wave
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contraction/ fusionfflash off"of scalar pointsgoverns the manifestation process 2. Density/
Biology: Progresston of Matter
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ASTRAL ABDUCTION • SCALAR MIND CONTROL- EMP TECHNOLOGIES, SCALAR-PULSE BIO-



NEUROLOGICAL BLOCKING, FREQUENCY

CONTROL- EMP TECHNOLOGIES, SCALAR-PULSE BIO-NEUROLOGICAL BLOCKING,
FREQUENCY FENCE, HOLOGRAPHIC INSERT, AUDIO INSERT,

CROP CIRCLES- MASS SCALAR-FREQUENCY TRANSMITERS THAT EFFECT THE SCALAR
TEMPLATE OF BIOLOGICAL BODIES

THAT EFFECT THE SCALAR TEMPLATE OF BIOLOGICAL BODIES (NOT ALL NEGATIVE). •
DISINFORMATION
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The core mterdmens1onal Scalar-frequency Tempates upcn wh1ch all matter forms are built
cannot
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COVENANT BOX, AND SCALAR TECHNOLOGIES. THEY QUESTED FOR THE GRU· AL POINT,
AND
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SOUND FREQUENCY) OR SCALARSTANDING-WAVE TEMPLATES THAT MAKE UP THE
BLUEPRINT FOR HUMAN DNA.
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a Fire Letter! scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency Band
of
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a Fire Letter/ scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency
Band of
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a Fire Letter! scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency Band
of
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a Fire Letter/ scalar-wave program sequence corresponding to 1 Dimensional Frequency
Band of
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CLINICS" UTILIZING INTERNAL SCALAR-GRID MECHANICS TO HELP THEM SEVER THE TIME
VECTORS BETWEEN
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MANIPULATION AND EMP, SCALAR AND BIO-GENOCIDE TECHNOLOGIES, WHILE
SIMULTANEOUSLY EXPANDING OUR CONSCIOUSNESS INTO
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TO DIRECT THE SCALAR-WAVE ELECTRO-TONAL TEMPLATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN TIME,
TO RECLAIM
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Hova Body, <:::::....------< Scalar Shield and ldenti Level Corres ondences · The
Morphogenetic Field

The Morphogenetic Field Scalar-wave Template for the Original Human Genome
·MaharicShield ~
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means Tri-tonaf Scalar Grid) 1. Nada Hova- HU-1 Incarnate Identity • Taurenic
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/ \ U scalar wave grids that form - - tissue capsules between 48

programs for the Scalar grid SHIELDS upon which the Hova Bodie~ manifest. When
ac1ivated,

rotating disc of scalar waves tha emanate out from the body on a horizontal
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DNA represents fllCed scalar-wave sequencesr Fire LeUel"$·lhal correspond to each
dimension/

into !he scalar fields of the OmensiOI"lS. Freedom from space-t iiT"Ie-matter

DNA Fire Letlers/ scalar-wave grids, creating the potential to embody the Avatar identity
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SCALAR-MECHANICS· THE TECHNOLOGIES OF MIND • MENTAL IMAGES (

CREATION. THEY FORM SCALAR-STANDING WAVE FREQUENCY PATIERNS, THAT DIRECTLY
EFFECT THE SCALAR-TEMPLATE

DIRECTLY EFFECT THE SCALAR-TEMPLATE OF THE BODY. THOUGHTS ARE THINGS,
CONSCIOUSNESS IS ENERGY

INSTRUCTIONS WITHIN THE SCALAR TEMPLATE OF THE BODY, MIND AND SUBTLE-BODY
ANATOMY. •

REPRESENT SPECIFIC MATHEMATICAL SCALAR-WAVE INSTRUCTIONS THAT ALSO CAN BE
USED TO DIRECT FREQUENCY

MIND-SPIRIT SYSTEM. SCALAR M ECHANICS-TEC HNOLOGIES OF THE M IND 51
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represents a composite scalar wave pattern Keylontic Symbol Code called the "Hierophant."
Its

personal and planetary scalar grids. 2. INHALE, while visualizing the Hierophant Symbol at the

Maharic Shield, the scalar wave grid composed of dimension 10/11/12 frequency, with
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personal Maharic Shield scalar-wave grid). As you inhale the Hierophant upward from Earth"s
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SEAL, a temporary scalar-wave pillar of dimension 10/11/12 frequency light that
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a Keylontic Science scalar-wave technology built upon the advanced scientific principles of
IS-
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field, where the scalar-field of your Maharic Seal is positioned . 3. Once
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the form of scalar-standing-wave configurations, which correspond specifically to the natural
order

order of the scalar-template of particular frequency bands within the interdimensional
spectrum. The

below is a scalarform that corresponds to the 151h through 151 dimensions. This Geomancy,
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Dimensional configuration of scalar-frequency that links the 15-dimensional aspects of
personal consciousness
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the tonal vibration scalar-templates that make up the scalar-grid of the body"s

make up the scalar-grid of the body"s manifestation blueprint. Written language symbols are

language symbols are scalar-standing-wave guides that translate into tonal vibration
electrical impulse

within the body"s scalar template. The electrical impulses emerging from oral and written
language

within the body"s scalar-wave template. This mathematical formula for directing
interdimensional electrical impulse

neutralize the inorganic scalarfrequency transmissions used in most types of visitor
interdimensional implant technologies.

HAARP, EMP and Scalar-Pulse technologies Vis ualize the Epsilon Symbol in the color-

for the body"s scalar template). 3. Use the next INHALE breath to draw the
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it is a scalar-wave construct that encases the body in an "egg"

than form a scalar-field of protection within the bio-energetic field; it also
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nal sequences of scalar wave units, or Fire that make up the transmuted outer
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of the corresponding scalar waves in appropriately functioning body templates triggers the
turnstile and
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combustion as the scalar templates are raised to too great an oscillation rate to
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on and it"s scalar template blueprint, the oscil- Earth"s surface, bringing the first data
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a pen. Your scalar template does not read the difference between ink or oil
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would destroy the scalar-wave template of the zygote"s matter form resulting in miscarriage.
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the Shields" (scalar-standing-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba
Mechanics"

accretion within the scalar template behind manifest chemical DNA), "lnterdimensional
Structure", "15-
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fixed grids of scalar-standing-waves composed of interdimensional frequency that take the
form
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represents a composite scalar wave pattern Keylontic Symbol Code called the "Hierophant."
Its

personal and planetary scalar grids. 2. INHALE, while visualizing the Hierophant Symbol at the

Maharic Shield, the scalar wave grid composed of dimension 10/11/12 frequency, with

personal Maharic Shield scalar-wave grid). As you inhale the Hierophant upward from Earth"s
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SEAL, a temporary scalar-wave pillar of dimension 10/11/12 frequency light that
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of the personal scalar-wave-guide Symbol Code Programs that correspond directly to the
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and their corresponding SCALAR SHIELDS, DNA STRAND TEMPLATES, AXI-A-TONAL LINES,
DIMENSIONS OF

the form of scalar frequency, to embody within the human organism. When the 2

dimensionalized sets of scalar waves within the Scalar Shields, that manifest within the
Kathara

waves within the Scalar Shields, that manifest within the Kathara Level-2 Grid, First
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within the 4 Scalar Shields of the PERSONAL INNER TEMPLAR COMPLEX. Activation of the

SEALS with the Scalar Shields, which keep the 12 dimensionalized frequency levels of the
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within the body"s Scalar Shields. Release of the OVER TONE SIGNET SEALS allows the
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of tonal vibration scalar-templates that make up the scalar-grid of the body"s

make up the scalar-grid of the body"s manifestation blueprint. Written language symbols are

language symbols are scalar-standing-wave guides that translate into tonal vibration
electrical impulse

within the body"s scalar template. The electrical impulses emerging from oral and written
language

within the body"s scalar-wave template. This mathematical formula for directing
interdimensional electrical impulse

neutralize the inorganic scalar-frequency transmissions used in most types of visitor
interdimensional implant

HAARP, EMP and Scalar-Pulse technologies. 1. Visualize the Epsilon Symbol in the color-

for the body"s scalar template). 3. Use the next INHALE breath to draw the
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it is a scalar-wave construct that encases the body in an "egg"

than form a scalar-field of protection within the bio-energetic field, it also

progressively realign the scalar-templates of the body and DNA blueprint, progressively
realigning the
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the Shields" (scalar-standing-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba
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Structure", "15-
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ancient Light-Sound-Scalar-wave, Merkaba Mechanics and Esoteric sciences into intelligent
investigation of
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matter-template) Science, Scalar-wave and Time Mechanics, 15-Dimensional The MCEO
Freedom Teachings
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Template: Hova Body, Scalar Shield & Identity Level Correspondences Dimensional Levels of
Identity, DNA

Tree Grid Core Scalar Template The Planetary Shields & 12 Signet Star Gates of
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in encrypted, electromagnetic scalar-standing-wave form. Translation of data from the COT
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SCIENCE and advanced SCALAR MECHANICS, as understood by races of higher evolution;
these are

natural laws of scalar wave mechanics. Bio-Regenesis Techniques are SPECIFIC
APPLICATIONS OF CONSCIOUS

function of the scalar wave template of the body, working co-creatively under the

GENERATES PATTERNS OF SCALAR WAVES through the process of THOUGHT, it is not
difficult

personal Manifestation Template scalar blueprint. All thoughts serve this purpose, and directly
affect the

THOUGHTS ARE THINGS- SCALAR WAVE CONFIGURATIONS of multi-dimensional vibrating
patterns of BI-POLAR

IC PATTERNS OF SCALAR FREQUENCY within the personal Manifestation Template.
Undirected thought creates chaotic

potent form of SCALAR POWER. The patterns of scalar energy frequency that thought
projects

The patterns of scalar energy frequency that thought projects into the personal Manifestation
Template

"LANGUAGE OF SCALAR WAVES", as this is the "LANGUAGE OF LIGHT AND

"language of scalar waves" is "spoken" through the forms of specific wave

CONSCIOUSLY SELECTING SPECIFIC SCALAR FREQUENCIES to add to the Manifestation
Template. When we use
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outer languages) represent SCALAR-WAVE GUIDES, and directly affect the contours of the
scalar

contours of the scalar wave blueprint of the Manifestation Template. The Manifestation
Template governs

"Language of Scalar Waves" is the medium through which we gain conscious access



the Manifestation Template"s scalar grid. In Bio-Regenesis technology, Color and Symbol are
used

direct the TONAL SCALAR ARRANGEMENTS of the Manifestation Template, to create natural,
desired results

do the "scalar wave languages" of Color and Symbol image, which direct the

beginning skill in SCALAR TEMPLATE PROGRAMMING is developed through using emotionally
charged images and

the LANGUAGE OF SCALAR WAVES and directing the ENCODED INSTRUCTIONS through
PRECISE LOCATIONS within

speaking the intrinsic scalar-wave language of the Spirit, which is the CAUSAL ELEMENT

represent applications of Scalar Mechanics that utilize the inherent power of SUBTLE WAVE
FORMS

ENCODED directors of scalar frequency; the ultimate effect of this directed power is the

to affect the scalar arrangements of the Manifestation Template. Intrinsically, scalar waves
are specific

Manifestation Template. Intrinsically, scalar waves are specific points of vibrating bi-polar
energy signatures.

Symbol affect the scalar-wave arrangement of the Manifestation Template, and thus alter the
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these sciences of Scalar Mechanics were fully understood and utilized in the most powerful

interface with the scalar-wave Manifestation Template of the PLANETARY SHIELDS. Vortices,
Time Portals,

color-Symbol-Sound Scalar Mechanics. Since the fall of ancient cultures, which came as

powers of these Scalar technologies, the Color-Symbol-Sound sequences once used to direct

LANGUAGE OF "SCALAR SPEAK", through which precise scalar frequencies are generated
through specific

through which precise scalar frequencies are generated through specific Color-Symbol-Sound
sequences to

Color-Symbol sequence scalar mechanics are accompanied by a corresponding exercise in
TONING. Within

INTO NATURAL ACTIVATION. Scalar-wave distortions within the Templates for the DNA
Strands (
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Songs generated specific scalar-wave formations that triggered activation of corresponding
configurations within the

receive Color-Symbol scalar wave instructions, through which desired outcomes within the
personal or

to activate dormant scalar-waves in the 8th DNA STRAND TEMPLATE, through which the
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SCALAR - MECHANICS THE TECHNOLOGIES OF MIND • MENTAL IMAGES (

CREATION. THEY FORM SCALARSTANDING WAVE FREQUENCY PATTERNS, THAT DIRECTLY
AFFECT THE SCALAR-TEMPLATE OF

DIRECTLY AFFECT THE SCALAR-TEMPLATE OF THE BODY. THOUGHTS ARE THINGS,
CONSCIOUSNESS IS ENERGY

INSTRUCTIONS WITHIN THE SCALAR TEMPLATE OF THE BODY, MIND AND SUBTLE-BODY
ANATOMY. •

REPRESENT SPECIFIC MATHEMATICAL SCALAR-WAVE INSTRUCTIONS THAT ALSO CAN BE
USED TO DIRECT FREQUENCY
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Morphogenetic Field (Scalar Grid) or MANIFESTATION TEMPLATE. Keylontic Science is the
science of

LIGHT RADIATION (scalar-standing-wave) and OMNI-POLAR SOUND VIBRATION. • In the

that form Electromagnetic Scalar-Standing-Waves. The third vibration of the Tri-tone wave,

Particum and Partika Scalar Waves of Light Radiation. Energy thrust expands into the Anti-

the Bipolar Standing Scalar Waves of Light Radiation returning to their original Omni-polar

polar Light Radiation Scalar-Waves (expansion) and back into Omni-polar Sound Vibration

manifestation built upon Scalar Waves of Light Radiation, then "flash otr through fusion,
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of interwoven Bipolar Scalar-Waves of light radiation built upon Omni-polar Tri-tone

Grid is a SCALAR GRID. • Following the precise mathematical design set by the

form patterns of Scalar-wave and Tri-tone wave interrelationships that create crystallizations
of

the combining of Scalar Grids with different rates of Partiki Phasing. The Cosmic
Manifestation

set of fixed Scalar-Tri-Tone Wave Points that create a template of stationary

template of stationary SCALAR FREQUENCY. Each Dimension represents one SCALAR
FREQUENCY BAND containing 12

Dimension represents one SCALAR FREQUENCY BAND containing 12 smaller SUB·
FREQUENCY BANDS. A

FREQUENCY BANDS. A Scalar Frequency Band is a cyclic pattern of specific Partiki Phasing

a 15-Dimensional Scalar Grid with 5 separate yet interwoven reality fields and 5
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is a unified scalar-standing-wave field of conscious Primal Energy Units within which

of 3 interwoven scalar-wave fields , each with interrelated but varying fixed rhythms

of 3 interwoven scalar-fields form a harmonic tri-tonal band of frequency and

vibration within the scalar template of a form, from the highest vibration (lowest



The 3-dimensional scalar template of each Harmonic Universe contains one primary cycle of

sets of smaller scalar-wave templates within the larger scalar-wave template of the

within the larger scalar-wave template of the Time Matrix. The experience of linear

interaction between the scalar template of a form or being and the scalar template

being and the scalar template of the singular Time Vector within which it is
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that form the scalar-standing-wave templates upon which the spherical electro-magnetic
domain

Units within the scalar template of a Harmonic Universe, the higher frequency its wave

of 3 dimensional scalar-wave templates that form each Harmonic Universe. The fixed
vibrational

sets of 3 scalar-wave templates generates specific ratios of variance in the angular

manifests as interwoven scalarstanding-wave fields of conscious gaseous light, or
Thermoplasmic radiation, which

Auric Field and scalar template blueprint upon which the physical, emotional, mental and
spiritual
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one 3-dimensional scalar-wave template. The 5 Ariea Hova Bodies of 15-Dimensional

of the body"s scalar-standing-wave template increases. Increased oscillation of the body"s
Density-

body"s Density-1 scalar template creates progressive activation of dormant portions of the
DNA

in the body"s scalar template into the interdimensional spectrum. These bio-chemical
processes of

within the core scalar template blueprint of all manifest forms within the macrocosm and

specific 3-dimensional scalar-wave template. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented by
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and off"" of scalar standing-wave points that create the appearance of manifest wave
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off" cycles of scalar standing-wave points within the scalar-grid template, caused by

points within the scalar-grid template, caused by the fission/expansion and fusion/contraction
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and off" of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. Each Harmonic
Universe
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and off" of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. All things in
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Bodies are spherical scalar wave grids that form tissue capsules between each 3-Dimensional

programs for the Scalar grid SHIELDS upon which the Hova Bodies manifest. As Universal

of the dormant Scalar Shields occurs . When activated, each SHIELD forms a rotating

rotating disc of scalar waves that emanate out from the body on a horizontal
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means Tri-tonal Scalar Grid) 1. Nada Hova- HU-1 Incarnate Identity- Taurenic Body
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and Hova Body, Scalar Shield and Identity Level Correspondences The Morohoqenetic Field
Scalar-wave

The Morohoqenetic Field Scalar-wave Template for the Orioinal Human Genome Maharic
Shield Mahara
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DNA represents fixed scalar-wave sequences/ "Fire Letters", that correspond to each
dimension/

fragmenting into the scalar fields of the dimensions. Freedom from space-time-matter is

and off" of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. The Oraphim genetic

Fire Letters I scalar-wave grids, creating the potential to embody the Avatar identity
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is built upon scalar-field dynamics. A scalar-field is a field of interwoven

field dynamics. A scalar-field is a field of interwoven scalar-standing-wave points

field of interwoven scalar-standing-wave points that are composed of Primal Units of

sets of 15dimensional scalar-fields called Time Matrices, which are separated into 5
interwoven
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12th· dimensional Scalar Field is called the Maharati, or the Maharic Template. •

combinations the geometrical Scalar-wave Grids of the 3 Primal The MCEO Freedom
Teachings
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Dimension 12 Mahari Scalar· field. Within the Dimension-12 Christos Template, dimensions 11

sets of Partiki Scalar Grids to set the mathematical relationships that create the geometrical

solids. The combined Scalar-fields of dimensions 12, 11 and 10 living Prematter Liquid



the fixed, standing Scalar Fields of consciousness in the form of frequency that make
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wave points, called Scalar-waves, that The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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geometrically arranged interwoven Scalar-wave points. Partiki Grids form the Scalar Grid of
the

Grids form the Scalar Grid of the Universal Unified Field of Conscious Energy. •

represent a Unified Scalar Field of God"s Conscious Awareness and Identity expressed in the

Substance of the Scalar Field that is the Universal Unified Field of Consciousness-Energy,
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the Unified Field Scalar Grid within which manifestation takes place. • At the first

holding. The standing Scalar Field of fixed vibration exists as a field of eternal
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of the 3 Scalar Grids that form the 3 Tonal Fields of the Energy
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form the dimensionalized Scalar Grid of a Time Matrix. • The Emerald Blue Flame
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12dimensional Primal Order Scalar Grid that forms space-time-matter reality fields emerges.
In

contains the combined Scalar Grids of the Polaric and Triadic Sound Fields. Because the
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precise arrangements of scalar-standing-waves, is brought into active embodiment within the
biologically

the higher dimensional scalar-wave forms that compose the spiritual identity creates the
systematic
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the form of scalarstanding wave grids, within which is housed the eternal spiritual identity.

composed of the scalar-wave forms of one set of 3 dimensions, which surrounds

the morphogenetic field scalar template of an individual is indelibly, energetically connected
to its
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the Density-5 scalar-wave field. A set of 12 Breneau collectively form a
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Thermoplasmic Ante-matter scalar-wave spectra emerges (Density-5; dimensions 13-15).
God
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of 3 spherical scalar-standing-wave fields of living conscious energy-identity expressed in

Ra-ShA eternal scalar-standing-wave fields of bi-polar conscious light are the

manifests through the scalar-wave configurations unique to the manifestation template for
the specific

of 3 spherical scalarstanding-wave fields of living, conscious energy-identity expressed in
the
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of 3 spherical scalar-standing-wave fields of living, conscious energy-identity expressed in

a fixed, Partiki scalar-standing-wave field of inaudible sound vibration, which manifests as
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portions of the scalar-standing-sound-waves of the Khundaray begin a process of

pairs of bipolar scalar-standing-sound-waves that expand and contract following a specific

the 12 dimensionalized scalar-standing-wave fields, or the "12 Rays" of the

a fixed, Partiki scalar-standing-wave field. The scalar-standing-wave field, or Partiki

wave field. The scalar-standing-wave field, or Partiki Grid, of the Kee-Ra-

as an eternal scalar-field of invisible, pale silver-emerald-Blue, pale silver-white-

the Khundaray spherical scalar-wave sound field. The Kee-Ra-ShA forms the spherical,

(vibration-radiation) scalar-standing waves grids of the Khundaray Primal Sound Field and
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moment through the Scalar Grid electromagnetic light-sound structures of the 15 Dimensional
Time

upon which the Scalar Fields of the Energy and Time Matrices form is called

Core Template of Scalar Frequency upon which the Scalar Fields of the Energy and

upon which the Scalar Fields of the Energy and Time Matrices manifest. Every form,

relationships within the Scalar Template of a form. • The Kathara Grid mathematical program

condensed grouping of Scalar waves formed from the Partiki Unit arrangement of each of
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also the core scalar template upon which the 15-dimensional human anatomy is built.

the blueprint of scalar waves upon which particles and anti-particles from the various
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Strand Templates, the scalar-wave blueprints upon which the manifest DNA emerges. The
Life
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that hold the scalar-wave temples for universal structure in order. The Oraphim Cetaceans
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frequencies into Earth"s scalar-standing-wave Manifestation Template, Earth"s Planetary
Shields, within each of

Shields through the scalar-standing-wave structures that are an inherent part of the

built upon specific scalar-standing-wave LightSound patterns called Fire Letter Sequences. •
The
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Letter Sequences, or scalar-standing-wave frequencies, takes place through the Universal
Kundalini, Maharata,
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Galactic and Planetary Scalar-wave Templates of the Universal Templar Complex are called
Scalar

Complex are called Scalar SHIELDS. Shields are sets of 3-Dimensional Scalar Grids upon

of 3-Dimensional Scalar Grids upon which the 5 Matter Density Levels of the

3-Dimensional Personal Scalar Shields, through which the matter form and 5 Matter Density

each 3-Dimensional Scalar Shield manifests a 3- DIMENSIONAL SPHERICAL
ELECTROMAGNETIC DOMAIN that creates

the 3-Dimensional scalar Shields. Within the universal, galactic and planetary Templar
Complex the

Personal Kathara Grid, Scalar Shields, Signet Seals and DNA Windows, the individuated
aspects of

Kathara 12-Tree Scalar Grid, the 5 3-Dimensional Scalar Shields and Signet, Star

5 3-Dimensional Scalar Shields and Signet, Star and Seed Crystal Seals and the
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Tree Grid Core Scalar Template 12 Universal Signet Star Gates 12 PRIMARY KATHARA
CENTERS

Centers are condensed Scalar Wave points that hold the core electrotonal geometrical-
mathematical program
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Shields are the Scalar-Standing-Wave Grids : that hold the Electromagnetic Blueprint for

programs for the Scalar grid SHIELDS Planetary Shields in Four Matter Density Levels The
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(and the scalar templates that form ihem) within a Time Matrix is collectively

Earth"s Manifestation Template Scalar Grid that corresponds to Earth"s core, and can be
accessed
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point by a scalar-frequency Seal. When Star Gates or Portals activate, the center
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Planetary Shields standing-scalar-wave blueprint. Vortax-4 SG-4 Giza, Egypt Density-4
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that form tile scalar-slandlnQ· IM1"Je Template of the dm~nSional frequency

The core interdimensional Scalar-frequency Templates, upon which all matter forms are built,
cannot
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mathematical ratios of scalar waves through which 3-Dimensional Manifestation Templates
are formed. Merkaba

to include the scalar wave patterns of other dimensional frequency bands (additional Flash
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geometrical arrangements of scalar-waves within the 15-Dimensional UNIVERSAL
MANIFESTATION TEMPLATE. The core

an organization of scalar grids called the UNIVERSAL KATHARA GRID. Within the Kathara Grid

the Ante-matter scalar wave grids out of which the Star Gates in matter

is called a SCALAR SHIELD. The Universal Kathara Grid circulates energy through the
Universal

the 5 smaller Scalar Shields of the Harmonic Universes. The 3-Dimensional Scalar Shields

The 3-Dimensional Scalar Shields of the 5 Harmonic Universes circulate energy through the

and the 5 Scalar Shields of each Harmonic Universe. The Manifestation Template of every

of 5 PLANETARY SCALAR SHIELDS, each manifesting as a 3-Dimensional Spherical
Electromagnetic Domain

SHIELDS are the scalar wave Manifestation Templates formed by the Universal Kathara Grid
of

original arrangement of scalar waves and Partiki Phasing Rhythms through manifestation is
entered, which

The Density-4 Scalar Shield of a Manifestation Template is called the MAHARIC SHIELD.

of Earth"s Planetary Scalar Shield are located in 3 physically separate geographical locations
on
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Gates serve as SCALAR FREQUENCY SEALS within the Planetary Shield, blocking out higher
dimensional

of interdimensional stellar scalar frequency running through the Solar light spectra, between
the Matter

distortions, and their scalar wave arrangements differ from those of the Organic Imprint
Density-

to realign the scalar wave patterns of the Planetary Shields with their 12th-Dimensional

causes the 5 Scalar Shields and 5 Spherical Electromagnetic Domains of each Density level
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SHIELD using INTERNAL SCALAR MECHANICS TECHNOLIGIES. Not all Sacred Sites can be
used to
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knowledge of lnterdimensional Scalar Mechanics. Across the globe there are many smaller
Sacred Sites

free energy distribution, scalar wave healing technologies and for passage to the Halls of

BI-POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC SCALAR WAVES of particle and anti-particle light radiation.
The GRU-
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with Hova Body, Scalar Shield and ldenti Level Corres ondences The Morphogenetic Field
Scalar-

The Morphogenetic Field Scalar-wave Template for the_Original Human Genome ""Aame
Codes"
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of the personal scalar-wave-guide Symbol Code Programs that correspond directly to the
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specific groupings of scalar-standing-waves, fixed points of light and sound wave frequencies

point of consolidated scalar-frequency that is composed of 12 smaller units of frequency
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3-dimensional fixed scalar-wave templates (like the DNA Template, the Shields are

(their dormant scalar-wave groups "turn on"). When activated, each of the
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(and the scalar-wave Shield "blueprints" for the Merkaba Vehicle), the units

to transport. The scalar-wave mathematical instructions generated by this thought-intention
instantaneously direct
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Manifestation Template (scalar-grid Divine Blueprint). Merkaba Fields are the natural energy
circulation
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light" (spherical scalar-wave construct) around the body. In 12-dimensional transmutation (
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The 4 Personal Scalar Shields merge to form the 12-Dimensional Mahunta Merkaba .
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Fire Lerter (Scalar Weve) sequences tn half of Eanh"s Star Gate-11 vta
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the electro-magnetic scalar-wave programs upon which the 12 DNA Strand Templates are
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Matrix, contains the scalar-grid blueprints for 12 DOUBLE-HELIX DNA Strands (not

Helix draw particle scalar-frequency from Earth"s Planetary Shields into the DNA Template.
The

draw anti-particle scalar-frequency into the DNA Template from the corresponding DNA
Template

and anti-particle scalar-frequency that enters the Strand Template via the Base Code-

particle/anti-particle scalarfrequency, until a critical mass of scalar-frequency is reached.
When

critical mass of scalar-frequency is reached. When critical mass of particle/anti-particle

particle/anti-particle scalarfrequency is reached within the Vector Codes, the 12 Vector
Codes

Codes translate the scalar-frequency blueprints of the Base The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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Mass Saturation of scalar-frequency, the Vector Code DNA Template blueprints chemically
translate into

of electromagnetic dimensionalized scalar-frequency running within the properly sequenced
chemical conduits of the
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as minute columnar scalar-waves, a state of suspended electromagnetism known as "Hydro-

form of a scalar-grid Template. Portions of the cells" atomic structure that were
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shattered the natural scalar- -..__/ wave blueprints of the DNA Template by drawing higher-
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Fie Letlef (Scalar Wave) sequer.ces in half ol Eanh"s Star Gate·
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The core anterdmenSlonal Scalar.frequency Templates upon which all matter fonns are built
cannot
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through which the scalar-wave blueprint of the original human Silicate Matrix "Crystal
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level of interdimensional scalar-wave frequency the Minister is able to embody and transmit

specialized DNA Template scalar-wave forms corresponding to the Inner Earth Amend Priests
of
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Dimensional Density-2 scalar frequency into Earth"s Planetary Shield. 3. Between 12-NOON
and

into Earth"s Planetary Scalar Shield. 4. In MARCH 2000, the part of the Planetary

Shield by using SCALAR MECHANICS TECHNOLOGIES. Scalar Mechanics utilize knowledgeable
applications of internally directed

SCALAR MECHANICS TECHNOLOGIES. Scalar Mechanics utilize knowledgeable applications of
internally directed LIGHT-SYMBOLSOUND subtle-
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Network Systems are Scalar-Crystal Micro-chip Technologies that were implanted in Earth"s
Planetary
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companion, form a scalar field that holds Earth"s fragmented Planetary Shields together
during SACs
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subliminal mind control scalar programs ---.---"and false "channel contact programs. such as
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Space lnfrasound sonic scalar pulse transmission, creating a "Trigger Event" to expedite their

space lnfrasound sonic scalar Pulse covert weapons and Psychotronics (biological targeting).
Maharlc Seal
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is a composite scalar-wave program called a FIRE CODE that serves as a
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we are standing scalar wave patterns. Right now, we see a hologram, the hologram

created by standing scalar wave patterns of consciousness bending in certain ways and
refracting

we have a scalar template, if we don"t know we have auric field levels
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Tree Grid Core Scalar Template Universal Life Force Currents and the Embodied Kathara Grid

Page:  8

ancient Light-Sound-Scalar-wave, Merkaba Mechanics and Esoteric sciences into intelligent
investigation of
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the Shields" (scalar-standing-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba
Mechanics"

accretion within the scalar template behind manifest chemical DNA), "lnterdimensional
Structure", "15-
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Units, Keylons and Scalar Standing-Waves/pulses of consciousness; carriers of the Eternal
Life

The Unified Field Scalar-Standing-Wave Grid. 3. The ALL-ONE-ness: AT-ONE-
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Morphogenetic Fields and Scalar Grids 1. Partiki, Partika and Particum: Smallest units of
energy-

light" (standing scalar wave patterns and fixed points of tonal frequency), and B.

standing wave patterns- scalar wave grids, which hold the form of consciousness within
dimensionalized

Fields are thus Scalar Grids that form in specific ordered interrelationship. Partiki Grids form

represents the core Scalar Field upon which form manifests. Morphogenetic Fields govern the
form
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and off"" of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. Magnetic Repulsion
Zones
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Tree Grid Core Scalar Template Kathara Centers are condensed Scalar Wave points that hold



Centers are condensed Scalar Wave points that hold the core electro-tonal geometrical·
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Bodies are spherical scalar wave grids that form tissue capsules between each 3-Dimensional

programs for the Scalar grid SHIELDS upon which the Hova Bodies manifest. Crvstal Seals

of the dormant Scalar Shields • forms a rotating disc of scalar waves that

rotating disc of scalar waves that emanate out from the body on a horizontal
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means Tri-tonal Scalar Grid) 1. Nada Hova- HU-11ncarnate Identity- Taurenic Body (
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Each 3-dimensional Scalar Shield forms a Spherical Electromagnetic Domain called a Hova
Body
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The 4 Personal Scalar Shields merge to form the 12-Dimensional Mahunta Merkaba Avatar
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forms a singular ScalarStanding-Columnar-Wave or "Pillar" of vibration called a Se"-

form the first scalar-wave-field that becomes the Core God World of creation.
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form 12 rotating scalar standing-columnar-wave discs of Bi-polar EirA-ManA consciousness

central Tri-polar scalar wave disc composed of blended ManUEirA-ManA Force called the

Force: the EirA scalar standing waves forming a counterclockwise rotating scalar field that
receives

a counterclockwise rotating scalar field that receives God Force consciousness from the
Reuche and

manifestation, the ManA scalar standing waves forming a clockwise rotating scalar field that
transmits

a clockwise rotating scalar field that transmits new pulses of God Force from the

clockwise rotating Merkaba scalar wave spiral, the "bottom spiral" of the Merkaba Field

clockwise rotating Merkaba scalar wave spiral. Together, the EirA and ManA Merkaba Spirals
create
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Ecka-ManU Flame scalar columnar standing wave to expand outward from within itself,
forming

forming a stationary scalar Spherical standing-wave of ManU God Force, called the Cosmic

Radial Body stationary scalar standing wave in the shape of an elliptical sphere or
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Crystal Grid or Scalar Field of fixed, spherical columns of standing waves - Harmonic

waves - Harmonic Scalar Waves. Each Keylon Code, together with its Scalarstanding wave, is

together with its Scalarstanding wave, is called a Fire Letter. The Cosmic Template Scalar

The Cosmic Template Scalar Field is organized into 5 groups of Keylon Codes/Standing-

3 Keylon Code/Scalar-wave sequences, which forms a 15-Dimensional Time Matrix. Each

Primary Keylon Codes/Scalar Waves/ Fire Letters and is called a Fire Letter Sequence.

Letters/Keylon Codes/Scalar Waves, which are the carriers of the electrical force organization
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and off" of scalar standing-wave points within a morphogenetic field. " 1 j
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Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 non-dimensional levels of the

Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 12 Dimensions of the Time Cycles
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....::;;.._--1 Core Scalar Template 12 Universal Signet Star Gates 12 PRIMARY KATHARA
CENTERS:

Centers are condensed Scalar Wave points that hold the core electro-tonal geometrical-
mathematical
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point by a scalar-frequency Seal. When Star Gates or Portals activate, the center
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Galactic and Planetary Scalar-wave Templates of the Universal Templar Complex are called
Scalar

Complex are called Scalar SHIELDS. Shields are sets of 3-Dimensional Scalar Grids upon

of 3-Dimensional Scalar Grids upon which the 5 Matter Density Levels of the

3-Dimensional Personal Scalar Shields, through which the matter form and 5 Matter Density

each 3-Dimensional Scalar Shield manifests a 3- DIMENSIONAL SPHERICAL
ELECTROMAGNETIC DOMAIN that creates

the 3-Dimensional scalar Shields. Within the universal, galactic and planetary Templar
Complex the

Personal Kathara Grid, Scalar Shields, Signet Seals and DNA Windows, the individuated
aspects of

Kathara 12-Tree Scalar Grid, the 53-Dimensional Scalar Shields and Signet, Star and

the 53-Dimensional Scalar Shields and Signet, Star and Seed Crystal Seals and the
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mathematical ratios of scalar waves through which 3- Dimensional Manifestation Templates
are formed. Merkaba

to include the scalar wave patterns of other dimensional frequency bands (additional Flash
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geometrical arrangements of scalar-waves within the 15-Dimensional UNIVERSAL
MANIFESTATION TEMPLATE. The core

an organization of scalar grids called the UNIVERSAL KATHARA GRID. Within the Kathara Grid

the Ante-matter scalar wave grids out of which the Star Gates in matter

is called a SCALAR SHIELD. The Universal Kathara Grid circulates energy through the
Universal

the 5 smaller Scalar Shields of the Harmonic Universes. The 3-Dimensional Scalar Shields

The 3-Dimensional Scalar Shields of the 5 Harmonic Universes circulate energy through the

and the 5 Scalar Shields of the Harmonic Universes. The Manifestation Template of every

of 5 PLANETARY SCALAR SHIELDS, each manifesting as a 3-Dimensional Spherical
Electromagnetic Domain

SHIELDS are the scalar wave Manifestation Templates formed by the Universal Kathara Grid
of

original arrangement of scalar waves and Partiki Phasing Rhythms through which
manifestation is entered,

The Density-4 Scalar Shield of a Manifestation Template is called the MAHARIC SHIELD.

of Earth"s Planetary Scalar Shield are located in 3 physically separate geographical locations
on
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Gates serve as SCALAR FREQUENCY SEALS within the Planetary Sh ield, blocking out higher

of interdimensional stellar scalar frequency, running through the Solar light spectra, between
the Matter

distortions, and their scalar wave arrangements differ from those of the Organic Imprint
Density-

to realign the scalar wave patterns of the Planetary Shields with their 12th-Dimensional

causes the 5 Scalar Shields and 5 Spherical Electromagnetic Domains of the Density levels
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SHIELD using INTERNAL SCALAR MECHANICS TECHNOLIGIES. Not all Sacred Sites can be
used to
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knowledge of lnterdimensional Scalar Mechanics. Across the globe there are many smaller
Sacred Sites



free energy distribution, scalar wave healing technologies and for passage to the Halls of

BI-POLAR ELECTROMAGNETIC SCALAR WAVES of particle and anti-particle light radiation.
The GRU-
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The core interdimensional Scalar-frequency Templates upon which all matter forms are built
cannot
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and Hova Body, Scalar Shield and Identity Level Correspondences Maharic Shield Mahara
Hova Body
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SHIELDS 1. Core Scalar·Standing·Wave Template for a 15- Dimensional Time

GRID ThefintPrlmaiOtganizallonol P<~rtikiScalarGridsthatform"llhel non-<limenslonal
ludleveftoflht ENERGY MATRIX and ANTE-matter Density, Dimensions

Mathematical Templates called Scalar Shields, each of which forms a 3·D Universe

dimensional, Elliptical Sphere scalar standing wave of Primal Light & Sound called a Universal
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transmit inter-dimensional scalar-wave frequencies during the course of an SAC. As full-
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Systems, or "scalar switchboards" to create a frequency bridge for translating communication
from

form of Keylontic Scalar Se"Urs ( standing scalar-sound-waves), for each other; the

Se"Urs ( standing scalar-sound-waves), for each other; the communication is not "
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Network Systems are Scalar-C rystal Micro-chip Technologies that were implanted in Earth"s
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encoded within the scalar templates of the Dimensional and Density Shields and remain
dormant
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reassembly of their scalar-shield blueprint as it is bonded into an inorganic Shield

into an artificial scalar template built upon the mathematical coding of the Wesedak system;
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translation. Thoughts form scalar templates in the frequency bands in which the
consciousness is
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sequences (dimensional scalar-wave-form arrangements) that form the tangible matter
template and
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Shields, the distorted scalar templates of Elemental, Figment and Shadow Dancer
Attachments bond to

subsequently manifest as scalar-wave reversals called Overlays within each Density level of
the
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are the crystalized scalar-standing-wave body forms of the Unified Field Consciousness. 1
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military experiments using scalar wave technology, satellite manipulation of inter-stellar radio
waves and

Page:  241

a process of scalar impulsing that has already begun; Bosnia was the first mass

a Photo-sonic scalar pulse technology that can harness human brain-wave patterns via

8. bio-neurological scalar pulse transmission 241
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of the specific scalar-wave templates characteristic of human biology to access the
electromag-
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Earth"s Planetary Shields scalar template. Only human biology possesses the Security Codes
to Earth"s
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the Earth"s core scalar-wave blueprint (the Planetary Shields) and the scalar-wave

Shields) and the scalar-wave blueprint or "Divine Blueprint" of the human DNA
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that hold the scalar-wave temples for universal structure in order. The Oraphim Cetaceans
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Manifestation Templates are scalar-standing-wave grids of interdimensional light and sound
frequencies upon
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frequencies into Earth"s scalar-standing-wave Manifestation Template, Earth"s Planetary
Shields, within each of

Shields through the scalar-standingwave structures that are an inherent part of the personal

built upon specific scalar-standing-wave LightSound patterns called Fire Letter Sequences. •
The



Letter Sequences, or scalar-standing-wave frequencies, takes place through the Universal
Kundalini, Maharata,
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Shields are lhe Scalar-Standing-Wave Grids that hold the Electromagnetic Blueprint for
manifestation

programs for the Scalar grid SHIELDS Planetary Shields in Four Matter Density Levels The
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WITH HOVA BODY, SCALAR SHIELD, AND IDENTITY LEVEL CORRESPONDENCES FIGURE 1.
The Morphogenetic Field

The Morphogenetic Field Scalar-Wave Template for the Original Human Genome Teilurlc
Shield Nada
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of the personal scalar-wave-guide Symbol Code Programs that correspond directly to the
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specific groupings of scalar-standing-waves, H.x:ed points oflight and sound wave

point of consolidated scalar-frequency that is composed of 12 smaller units of frequency

Page:  324

use of EM scalar pulse technologies. During our Labor Day 2001 workshop of September

Stellar Wave 6. scalar templates 324
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amplified ULF EM scalar pulse transmission. If the UIR was successful in their intention
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Temple Network for scalar pulse transmission in 1942, in an unsuccessful attempt to block

field) Mechanics and scalar pulse technologies. The recently revealed Selenite caves in Mexico
are

UIR as a scalar transmitting station; this installation connects to the larger tributary systems

activate at full scalar-transmission capacity, the Cloaking Shield buffer must be de-activated,

Planetary Templar Control scalar pulse transmission stations out of the UIR"s D-11 frequency

Page:  327

Frequency Fence SubULF scalar pulse program. During the GNEieyani Labor Day 200 1
workshop

for UIR global scalar pulse transmission. By September 200 1 the UIR had activated,
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and its global scalar pulse transmission network. The UIR"s schedule of advancing their
Illuminati
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type of Psychotronic scalar-pulse technology called a "Phantom Pulse" would be transmitted

of the Zetas" scalar transmission facility at Montauk to amplify the capabilities of this

with amplified Psychotronic scalar Phantom Pulses as scheduled. 9 The information pertaining
to the
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use "jamming" scalar pulse frequencies to "retain their privacy." "Remote Viewing,"
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via targeted remote scalar pulse transmission, causing the individuals to fall into Illuminati
mind

transferred via digital scalar pulse into the subject"s mind. The subject experiences them as

of the intended scalar pulse transmitting facility, the Tag will fail to operate. For

and serve as scalar pulse relay stations for roving Tag activation. People can easily
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technology. Planetary Shields scalar-pulse interference creates perceptual "buffer screens"
even to the
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Creation Physics, Core Scalar Template Dynamics and Sacred Planetary Templar Merkaba
Mechanics would have
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and EM-sonic scalar-pulse technologies were "given to us" so we would
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subliminal psychotronic EM scalar-pulse programs and astral Tagging. Though Illuminati
hybrid Sleeper races
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campaign using Psychotronic scalar pulse technologies and the NET to "awaken" their civilian
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abuse of Advanced Scalar Pulse technologies, this portion of our Time Matrix imploded 250
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Sub-space Sonic scalar pulse. The Zeta-Rigelians" August 12, 1945, Phi-Ex sonic



Phi-Ex sonic scalar pulse put the Nagasaki Port Interface Site "on line"
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sub-space sonic scalar pulses to induce localized, targeted "natural disasters" in desired

Zeta/Illuminati sonic scalar pulse testing have included areas of Alaska, Antarctica, Australia,
Central
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Earth"s Planetary Shields Scalar Template. Earth"s crust "slides across" the fixed geographical
Star

severity of its Scalar Template distortions. The Great White Lion APIN was modeled in
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Planetary Shields and scalar template together during SACs. Interestingly, in the Jehovian
Anunnaki/Fallen
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reverse the natural scalar template sequences ("Fire Letters") on Earth"s Primary Ley Lines
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progressively launched sonic scalar pulse transmissions throughout the 1950s, in hopes of
opening the

transmitted sub-space scalar sonic pulses from Density-2 Alcyone and the Nibiruian Battlestar
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of smaller EM scalar pulses were used by the Pleiadian-Nibiruians between 1972 and
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Rigelians with Psychotronic scalar pulses, to "build the movement" that was intended to
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sub-space sonic scalar pulse technologies to secure their holdings of various APIN sites.
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utilizing distorted Biotronic scalar-pulse and Merkaba Mechanics technologies that would be
amplified through
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the NET via scalar pulse transmissions. Suddenly the overly confident Anunnaki forces
became willing
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and transmit specific scalar pulses through Earth"s Templar that served to "jam"" the
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advanced Photo-sonic scalar pulse transmission. If Guardian fleets attempted to deploy direct
physical
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sub-space Sonic Scalar Pulse transmissions capacity was restored. Since this 1998-1999
fiasco

2003 deadline. 12. Scalar transmissions to activate dormant portions of the DNA Template.
368
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the Planetary Shields scalar templates of Earth and Phantom Earth-the portion of Earth"s

Shields or "Scalar Template," allowing Earth to continue its natural evolution within our
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additional Photo-sonic scalar pulses through the NDC-Grid and Nibiruian Crystal Temple
Network

The Photo-sonic scalar pulses and resultant planetary grid distortions caused further mutation
in
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via photo-sonic scalar pulse. When activated, the Spikes become local and regional
transmission

via photo-sonic scalar pulses sent through the Phoenix wormhole. The NET Frequency Fence

of the 24 Scalar Pulse generator-amplification plants that they would need to blast
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a Photo-sonic scalar pulse that was "bounced" from Bruah Atlantis (the
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the Photo-sonic scalar pulse, the Bruah pulse was purposely sent with an under-
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activation process. Temporary Scalar-pulse disruption of Earth"s outer atmosphere is
precisely the method
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the Planetary Shields scalar template. 387
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transition between the scalar-standing-wave Partiki Grid Template and the manifest quarks,
mesons,

"match" the scalar-template of any matter form. Once the "Form-lock""



shatter. When the scalar-template of a wave-form shatters, the physical matter structure
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slower-moving ULF scalar pulse was simultaneously launched from two locations during the
yearly

all types of scalar projections. Primary Peaks occur between August 7-16, with the
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Earth"s Planetary Shields scalar-template is in a terrible disarray of electromagnetic
imbalance due
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as standing-conical-scalar-wave clusters imbued into Selenite and quartz rods, 398
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Sub-sonic ULF Scalar Pulse transmitters that are capable of sending Targeted Sub-sonic

Targeted Sub-sonic Scalar Pulses through the Dove Matrix network grid lines of Earth,
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BC, Earth"s core scalar-wave template has suffered extensive damage. Emerald Covenant
Guardian Nations
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sub-space sonic-scalar amplification pulse that passed through the Star Gate-2 Gru-
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sound, electromagnetic and scalar waves that are beyond presently identified spectra and
frequency bands,
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electro-magnetic and scalar wave spectra) from the highest dimensions, Meta-Galactic Core
and
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Earth "s Scalar-Shield and Star Gates, which is the hidden core motivation
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Ught Spherical-Standing-Scalar-Wave-Field Sheathe that rapidly forms around, and
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line to another). Scalar waves represent fixed points of perpetual fission and fusion that
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directed thought
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Thoughts are things--scalar wave configurations of multi-dimensional vibrating patterns of bi-
polar

specific patterns of scalar frequency within the personal manifestation template. Undirected
thought creates chaotic

potent form of scalar power. SCALAR ENERGY AND BIO-REGENESIS The patterns of scalar

of scalar power. SCALAR ENERGY AND BIO-REGENESIS The patterns of scalar energy
frequency
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charged images and

the Language of Scalar Waves and directing the encoded instructions through precise
locations within

speaking the intrinsic scalar-wave language of the Spirit, which is the causal element
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forms
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Technologies we

manifestation template. Other scalar wave Technologies we use are those of light and sound.
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Vector

the precise frequencies/scalar waves of the Fire Letters within each dimensional band. Once

specific groupings of scalar-standing waves, fixed points of light and sound wave frequencies
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Silicate Matrix. The scalar wave forms composing the stream of consciousness are referred to

patterns of conscious scalar standing waves that give consciousness its individuated form in
time.

grouping of standing scalar wave patterns built upon fixed vibrations of sound. The Stream

Letters, and standing scalar waves through which the creative pulse of the God Mind

is a standing scalar wave field built upon fixed points of sound vibration) its

refracting within the scalar fields of the Time Matrix, spreading itself into multiple beams
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this process of scalar wave splitting and refraction, the blueprints or MFs for conscious

interface with the scalar-wave manifestation template of the planetary Shields. Every species
of

Shield Template, a scalar Shield which holds the program for formation of matter. Each
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contours of the scalar wave blueprint of the manifestation template. The manifestation
template governs

"Language of Scalar Waves" is the medium through which we gain conscious access

the manifestation template"s scalar grid. In bio-regenesis technology, color and symbol are
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direct the tonal scalar arrangements of the manifestation template, to create natural, desired
results
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of
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dormant, Fire Letter, scalar wave pattern. When activated, the spark opens new centers in

the fire letters, scalar waves and tonal patterns of the gth dimension. In the

Geomancy Control Code-scalar wave guide). Here the Double Lightning Bolt is used to

correct fire letters, scalar wave and tonal patterns, activating gth dimensional frequencies
within the
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all
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the Rays. The scalar waves that make up our shields are part of the
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grids to build scalar standing wave pillars-known as SE "urs. 7. How

thing" of standing scalar waves, waves of energy that stand, oscillate and flash on
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thing of standing scalar waves, energy waves, that stand and oscillate and flash off
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10. What do scalar standing waves create? • Intimate interwoven patterns that then literally

creation, the subatomic scalar waveforms, received this gift from Source. These teachings
show us
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"movement" of scalar standing waves, Keylon tic Science teaches that: (a) Oscillation
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building block- a scalar wave template. The Kathara Grid is a template for manifestation.

formation of any scalar wave template. The Kathara Grid is also, literally, the Star

Whole groups of scalar waves will accrete around these Shields and fill out the
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Shields are standing scalar wave discs. They are standing waves of sound and light
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through the standing scalar wave templates of the strands below and leave holes in
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building block- a scalar wave template. The Kathara Grid is a template for manifestation.

formation of any scalar wave template. The Kathara Grid is also, literally, the Star

Whole groups of scalar waves will accrete around these Shields and fill out the
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Shields are standing scalar wave discs. They are standing waves of sound and light
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through the standing scalar wave templates of the strands below and leave holes in
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is a massive scalar standing wave grid that becomes a holographic experience of space,
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conscious; the standing scalar waves that everything is created from are consciousness. The
frequencies
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restore the Monadic scalar shield disc and the Density-2 Merkaba disc? • (
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both the Monadic Scalar Shield Disc and the Density 2 Merkaba Disc; • anchoring
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Harmonic Light (scalar wave) Sound (tonal frequency) Grid (morpohogenetic Partiki Grid).

sound, electromagnetic and scalar waves that form the morphogenetic field/Crystal Body of
multidimensional
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Dimensional Ascension. 10. Scalar Waves: A Scalar wave is a multidimensional standing wave
pattern

Scalar Waves: A Scalar wave is a multidimensional standing wave pattern that emanates out

rotation for Monadic Scalar Shield in the AzurA for FEMALES? (a) Clockwise. (
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the COSMIC SHIELD scalar-standing-wave template .... The living consciousness of the
Cosmic
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we are standing scalar wave patterns. Right now, we see a hologram, the hologram

created by standing scalar wave patterns of consciousness bending in certain ways and
refracting

we have a scalar template, if we don"t know we have auric field levels
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creates like a scalar wave tube. These are scalar wave technologies. They are meant

tube. These are scalar wave technologies. They are meant to cause harm, and they
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band of artificial scalar frequency bouncing up and down and spiraling there, is it
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it done with scalar technology of huge magnitude, that there"s a short period of
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is called a Scalar Standing Wave. It holds a fixed point in a grid
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standing scalar waves form. And they form intimate interwoven patterns that create

up the standing scalar waves that make up the templates upon which matter manifests,

times. The standing scalar waves of consciousness that the universe is made out of

billions of standing scalar waves who are wave people ... consciousness. Those wave people
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Morphogenetic Fields and Scalar Grids 1. Partikl. Partika. & Particum: Smallest units of
energy-

light" (standing scalar wave patterns and fixed points of tonal frequency), and B.

wave patterns - scalar wave grids, which hold the form of consciousness within
dimensionalized

Fields are thus Scalar Grids that form in specific ordered interrelationship. Partiki Grids form

represents the core Scalar Field upon which form manifests. Morphogenetic Fields govern the
form
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they form a scalar grid of fixed points. If you want to understand a

to understand a scalar grid, think of a marquee that you sometimes see around

that as a scalar wave, it is a type of scalar wave. Each one

a type of scalar wave. Each one of those standing points of PKI units,

polarity, creates a scalar wave pattern and then it flashes off again into vibration,

standing wave patterns, scalar waves, standing waves. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series Presented
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Scalar Waves and Scalar Grids In very simple terms we are

Scalar Waves and Scalar Grids In very simple terms we are familiar with waves

can perceive of scalar waves as waves that flow vertically. They are a process



moves between dimensions. Scalar waves are effectively vertical waves that move energy and
consciousness

between dimensions. Standing scalar waves are made of Partiki units, points that flash on

a fabric of scalar waves, an energy field that pulls in more and more

3-D hologram. Scalar waves anchor our consciousness into dimensionality in the Time Matrix

primal substance of scalar waves, we can begin to understand who we are and

specific arrangements of scalar waves. Our consciousness literally turns into that form in
order

composed of standing scalar waves, each wave of which is composed of Keylons (
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are complex standing scalar waves formed by clusters of Partiki/PartikA/Particum. Dimensions
build

about the standing scalar wave shields, we are talking about a part of the
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This is our Scalar Wave Template. Scalar Wave Template equals Crystal Keylon Body. When

Scalar Wave Template. Scalar Wave Template equals Crystal Keylon Body. When we work
with

more Keylons (scalar waves), pulling in more consciousness like it was meant to

same structure (scalar template). This is the basic primal substance and all sorts
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and the Partiki scalar units that are turned off, which is vibrating and turning
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& off" of scalar standing-wave points within a morot1oaen•!tic field. Magnetic Repulsion
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switch--like a scalar wave flashing on and off. The frequency flashes in, it
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frequencies within the scalar shields. The psonns wake up the DNA and Merkaba because
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is a core scalar template, a core structure on which all the structures within

refers to a scalar wave of consciousness. Other Kathara Grids built on 11, 10

Tree Grid Core Scalar Template Figure 6: Kathara Level-1 : 12-Tree Grid
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Centers are condensed scalar wave points that hold the core electro-tonal geometrical
mathematical

Whole groups of scalar waves will accrete around these shields and fill out the
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building block, a scalar wave template. Each Kathara Center goes with each dimensional level
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Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 nondimensional levels of the ENERGY

& off" of scalar standing-wave points within a morohoaenetic field. 12 Centers of

Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 12 Dimensions of Time Cycles and
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organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 non-dimensional levels of the

Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 12 dimensions of Time Cycles and

Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 non-dimensional levels of the
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formation of any scalar wave template. They are literally the star gates, the coordinate
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are Universal Standing Scalar Wave Domains. You will see on this diagram the 3
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shields, which are scalar standing wave grids, and it is about vortices, which are
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forms a singular Scalar-Standing-Columnar-Wave or "Pillar" of vibration called a
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form the first scalar-wave-field that becomes the Core God World of creation.

form 12 rotating scalar standingcolumnar-wave discs of Bi-polar EirA-ManA consciousness
called

central Tri-polar scalar wave disc composed of blended ManU-EirA· ManA Force

Force; the EirA scalar standing waves forming a counter-clockwise rotating scalar field that

counter-clockwise rotating scalar field that receives God Force consciousness from the Reuche
and

manifestation, the ManA scalar standing waves forming a clockwise rotating scalar field that
transmits

a clockwise rotating scalar field that transmits new pulses of God Force from the
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counterclockwise rotating Merkaba scalar wave spiral, the "bottom spiral" of the Merkaba
Field

clockwise rotating Merkaba scalar wave spiral. Together, the EirA and ManA Merkaba Spirals
create

Ecka-ManU Flame scalar columnar standing wave to expand outward from within itself
forming

forming a stationary scalar The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series ·. Presented by
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Radial Body stationary scalar standing wave in the shape of an elliptical sphere or
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forms a singular scalar standing columnar wave, a pillar of vibration called a SE"UR

form the first scalar wave field that becomes the core God World of Creation.
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form 12 rotating scalar standing columnar wave discs of bi-polar EirA-ManA consciousness

Force: the EirA scalar standing waves form a counterclockwise rotating scalar field that
receives

a counterclockwise rotating scalar field that receives God Force consciousness from the
Reuche and

demanifestation. The ManA scalar standing waves form a clockwise rotating scalar field that
transmits

a clockwise rotating scalar field that transmits new pulses of God Force from the
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counterclockwise rotating Merkaba scalar wave spiral, the bottom spiral of the Merkaba Field.
The
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because you have scalar shields that spin and allow consciousness to spin itself into
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Ecka ManU Flame scalar columnar standing wave to expand outward from within itself,
forming

forming a stationary scalar spherical standing wave of ManU God Force called the Cosmic

Radial Body stationary scalar standing wave, in the shape of an elliptical sphere or
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types of standing scalar waves. An eloquence in the design of the cosmos -
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a very specific Scalar Pattern and an Encryption to it. When you look at
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in our little scalar war that took place in our house and the local
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a very large scalar war that is taking place, and it is much more

to do with scalar pulses, some of them are done on purpose, some of
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they start throwing scalar frequency, we"ve been in a scalar war for a long

been in a scalar war for a long time. Our government just doesn"t realize

them in some scalar technologies that"s hardly anything compared to what is actually being
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because of the scalar wars that are going on, but most people, the government

people talking about scalar wave technology because that"s what"s being used. And parts of
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they are using scalar wave electro-magnetic technology in order to create a biological
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point, like a scalar point on a scalar grid that is actually not moving.

point on a scalar grid that is actually not moving. The process of moving
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euwww. It"s all Scalar Pulse lnfrasound Technology that is used, the whole Black Hole
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frequency, and the scalar techs that are now being developed quietly as weapons
technologies
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specific dis-harmonic scalar pulses that spread like an electrical virus through the Ley
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and it"s a scalar technology. And it has to do with what"s called the
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morphogenetic field and
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God-Seed morphogenetic scalar grids within the Earthly body, into life consciousness, thus
activating

morphogenetic construction of scalar grids that appears in the bio-energetic field as a
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in the Monad"s scalar grid progressively align and merge with each other, the Pillar
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in consciousness) the scalar grids of its Monad, or Cosmic family, or God-Seed,
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through which the scalar-wave blueprint of the original human Silicate Matrix "Crystal
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level of interdimensional scalar-wave frequency the Minister is able to embody and transmit

specialized DNA Template scalar-wave forms corresponding to the Inner Earth Amenti Priests
of
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of the personal scalar-wave-guide Symbol Code Programs that correspond directly to the
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dimensionalized sets of scalar waves within the Scalar Shields, that manifest within the
Kathara

waves within the Scalar Shields, that manifest within the Kathara Level-2 Grid, First
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the Shields" (scalarstanding-wave templates of matter and consciousness), "Merkaba
Mechanics" (

accretion within the scalar template behind manifest chemical DNA), "lnterdimensional
Structure", "15-
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"Dot-Matrix Scalar-wave Light Points" of the Hydro-Acoustic Template, which materialize
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you create a scalar wave pattern that sets a blueprint for manifestation. Thoughts are
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pattern creates a scalar grid and that scalar grid creates a template for matter

grid and that scalar grid creates a template for matter particles to fill out
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they have a scalar pattern. Scalar wave templates are the things that first come

a scalar pattern. Scalar wave templates are the things that first come into being

concept/theme of scalar wave patterns, thought, and manifestation repeated throughout the
text of
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generates patterns of scalar waves through the process of thought. Undirected thought
creates chaotic

potent form of scalar power. The patterns of scalar energy frequency that thought projects

The patterns of scalar energy frequency that thought projects into the personal manifestation
template
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an electromagnetic mathematical scalar grid that is telling your emotional body and your
physical
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bit. Like the scalar waves we are made of flashing on and off, we
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affect the race scalar template or the race morphogenetic field and will progressively be
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Structure", "15-
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a burst of scalar pulse. Can we see down the bottom honey, please? But
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precise arrangements of scalar standing waves), are brought into active embodiment within
the biologically-

the higher dimensional scalar-wave forms that compose the spiritual identity creates the
systematic
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light, sound and scalar waves within which the individuated consciousness is stationed and
upon

consciousness structured into scalar standing wave grids that represent the living
morphogenetic field blueprint

construct of crystallized scalar-waves forming the Crystal Body- Templates of consciousness
/light

I sound and scalar wave grids which serve as the structured blueprints upon which
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Morphogenetic Fields and Scalar Grids 1. Partiki. Partika. & Particum: Smallest units of
energy-

light" (standing scalar-wave patterns and fixed points of tonal frequency), and B.

wave patterns - scalar-wave grids, which hold the form of consciousness within
dimensionalized

Fields are thus Scalar Grids that form in specific ordered interrelationship. Partiki Grids form

represents the core Scalar Field upon which form manifests. Morphogenetic Fields govern the
form

light, sound and scalar standing wave grids which serve as the structured blueprints upon

construct of crystallized scalar waves forming the Crystal Body. Primal Substance A



manifestation template
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polar sound vibration. Scalar-waves are points of standing waves composed of quantities of

of manifest reality. Scalar-waves or grids are created through Partiki Phasing, which is

and off" of scalar-wave points or "flash -line sequences" that determine

consciousness within the scalar grids composing morphogenetic fields. When Partiki units are
in their

that form electromagnetic scalar standing waves. Particum units form the energetic building
blocks for

Particum and PartikA scalar-waves of light radiation. Energy thrust expands into the anti-

bi-polar standing scalar-waves of light radiation returning to their original omni-polar

polar light radiation scalarwaves and back to ante-polar sound vibration waves is called

manifestation built upon scalar-waves of light radiation, then flash off through fusion into

formation of standing scalar-wave grids (Partiki Grids) that have a relationship of

make the standing scalar-wave grids. These grids then accrete more of that consciousness
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grid or a scalar grid. Partiki grids further accrete, drawing in more Partiki units

light, sound and scalar-wave fields that form the blueprints upon which all matter

at which the scalar standing waves flash off and on within the morphogenetic field

lower vibration of scalar templates. Higher oscillation/slower vibration creates slower electron
movement around

the combining of scalar grids with different rates of Partiki Phasing. The Cosmic Manifestation

dimension represents one scalar frequency band containing 12 smaller sub-frequency bands.
A dimension

on and off" scalar-wave points within a morphogenetic field. The morphogenetic field scalar

The morphogenetic field scalar grid structure of dimensions takes the form of 15-
Dimensional
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the Dimensionalized Universal SCalar-WaVe pointS, WhiCh Manifestation Template exist as
part of the

light, sound and scalar-waves that allows consciousness to perceive the illusions of matter

of dimensions. A scalar frequency band is a cyclic pattern of specific Partiki Phasing

a 15-Dimensional Scalar Grid with 5 separate yet interwoven reality fields with 5

and off" of scalar-wave points within the dimensional scalar grids, which gives the

within the dimensional scalar grids, which gives the appearance of manifest movement of
wave



make up the scalar-wave grid. Each dimension is one full frequency band and
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original ante-matter scalar-wave form of non-density consciousness. Scalar-Waves and
Partiki

non-density consciousness. Scalar-Waves and Partiki Phasing Scalar-waves are standing
wave points

and Partiki Phasing Scalar-waves are standing wave points that emanate out of fixed

which form the scalar grid morphogenetic templates that house consciousness in
dimensionalization for the

of manifest reality. Scalar grids are created through Partiki Phasing. Partiki Phasing creates a

and off" of scalar-wave points, or flash-line sequences. Dimensions are scalar grids

sequences. Dimensions are scalar grids of consciousness composed of interwoven layers of
scalar-waves

interwoven layers of scalar-waves with varying flash-line sequences, or frequency bands.
Dimensions

form morphogenetic field scalar grids. It is the core level of scalar standing wave

core level of scalar standing wave creation and energetic organization within and behind all

which the morphogenetic scalar-wave blueprint and all other dimensions of form anatomy are

through interwoven Partiki scalar 3 See Kathara Bio-Spiritual Healing System® Level-1
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Grid represents the scalar field of the cosmic unified field of consciousness-energy through

organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 non-dimensional levels of the

Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 12 dimensions of time cycles and
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the 12-Dimensionalized Scalar Standing-Wave Fields which form Dimensions 1-12 of our
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Grids The 51h Scalar Shield in the 15-Dimensional Time Matrix corresponds to the

is a vertical Scalar Shield which is not shown in the diagram to the

the 3-dimensional scalarwave grids that hold the blueprint for manifestation, as set by

template. The 4 Scalar Shields as depicted below, correspond to the Kathara Center programs

are tri-tonal scalar grids that form spherical energy "tissue capsules" around each
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form strands of scalar standing waves that intermesh to refine the scalar grid webbing

to refine the scalar grid webbing upon which Kathara Grid Level-3 diadic points
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the biological harmonic scalar grids. Diodic points control the diagonal Kathara Lines. Diodic
points
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the primary holographic scalar field upon which the Meridian Lines or secondary flow lines
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15-Dimensional Structure, Scalar Shields, Crystal Seals, five 3-dimensional Harmonic
Universes and Hova

ordered structures of scalar-wave fields that form the personal manifestation template of 15-

represent specific mathematical scalar -wave instructions that also can be used to direct

potent form of scalar power. Recommendations for further study: Tangible Structure of the
Soul,
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is called a Scalar Standing Wave. It holds a fixed point in a grid

and oscillation. Standing scalar-waves form upon this structure. These standing scalar-waves
form

structure. These standing scalar-waves form intimate interwoven patterns that create the
structure of

both the standing scalar-waves that make up the templates upon which matter manifests,
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times. The standing scalarwaves of consciousness that the universe is made out of also
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they form a scalar grid of fixed points. If you want to understand a

to understand a scalar grid, think of a marquee (also explained on page
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that as a scalar-wave; it is a type of scalar-wave. Each one

a type of scalar-wave. Each one of those standing points of PKI units-

polarity-creates a scalar-wave pattern and then it flashes off again into vibration,

standing wave patterns, scalar-waves, standing waves. Partiki Phasing is a very fundamental
process
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Scalar-Waves and Scalar Grids In very simple terms we are

Scalar-Waves and Scalar Grids In very simple terms we are familiar with waves

We can perceive scalar-waves as waves that flow vertically. They are a process



between dimensions. Therefore, scalar-waves are effectively vertical waves that move energy
and consciousness

between dimensions. Standing scalar-waves are made of PKI units, points that flash on

a fabric of scalar-waves, an energy field that pulls in more and more

Partiki/PartikA/Particum). Scalar-waves anchor our consciousness into dimensionality in the
Time Matrix

primal substance of scalarwaves, we can begin to understand who we are and how

specific arrangements of scalar-waves. Our consciousness literally turns into that form in
order

composed of standing scalar-waves; each wave of which is composed of Keylons (

are complex standing scalar-waves formed by clusters of Partiki/PartikA/Particum. Dimensions
build
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about the standing scalar-wave shields, we are talking about a part of the

Body as our Scalar-wave Template. Scalar-wave Template equals Crystal Keylon Body. When

Scalar-wave Template. Scalar-wave Template equals Crystal Keylon Body. When we work
with

more Keylons (scalar-waves), pulling in more consciousness like it was meant to

same structure (scalar template). When we get past understanding that we are made
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and the Partiki scalar units that are turned off, which is vibrating, and turning
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frequencies within the scalar shields. Psonns wake up the DNA and Merkaba because they
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is a core scalar template, a core structure on which all structures within creation
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Tree Grid Core Scalar Template When we think of Source, when we think of

refers to a scalar-wave of consciousness. Other Kathara Grids built on 11, 1

Centers are condensed scalar-wave points that hold the core electro-tonal geometrical
mathematical
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building block, a scalar-wave template. Each Kathara Center goes with each dimensional level
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Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 nondimensional levels of the Energy



Organization of Partiki Scalar Grids that forms the 3 non-dimensional levels of the
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forms a singular scalar standing columnar wave, a pillar of vibration called a SE"UR

form the first scalar-wave field that becomes the core God World of Creation.
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form 12 rotating scalar standing columnar wave discs of bi-polar EirA- 9 ManA

Energy: the EirA scalar standing waves form a counter-clockwise rotating scalar field that

counter-clockwise rotating scalar field that receives God Force Consciousness from the
Reuche and

demanifestation. The ManA scalar standing waves form a clockwise-rotating scalar field that
transmits

a clockwise-rotating scalar field that transmits new pulses of God Force from the
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clockwise rotating Merkaba scalar-wave spiral; the bottom spiral of the Merkaba Field. The
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Ecka ManU Flame scalar columnar standing wave to expand outward from within itself,
forming

forming a stationary scalar spherical standing wave of ManU God Force called the Cosmic

Radial Body stationary scalar standing wave, in the shape of an elliptical sphere or
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types of stancling scalar-waves. An eloquence in the design of the cosmos -
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dimension represents one scalar frequency band containing 12 smaller sub-frequency bands.
A dimension

on and off" scalar-wave points within a morphogenetic field . The morphogenetic field

The morphogenetic field scalar grid structure of dimensions takes the form of 15-Dimensional
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and off" of scalarwave points, which exist as part of the longer cycle of
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center by a scalar frequency Seal. When the Star Gates or Portals Activate, the
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Trans-Harmonic planetary-Scalar-Standing-Wave Shield-Disc energy-platform that runs
through the
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by deflecting Procyak-Scalar-Transmissions from Milky Way galactic core alignment, and will
assist
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